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GENERAL NOTICE 

Safety is of the first importance in the discharge 
of duty. 

Obedience to the rules is essential to safety. 

To enter or remain in the service is an assurance 
of willingness to obey the rules. 

The service demands the faithful, intelligent and 
courteous discharge of duty. 

To obtain promotion, ability must be shown for 
greater responsibility. 

" 
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GENERAL RULES 

A. Employes whose duties are prescribed by these 
rules must provide themselves with a copy. 

Employes whose duties are in any way affected by 
the time table must have a copy of the current time 
table with them while on duty. 

B. Employes must be conversant with and obey 
the rules and special instructions. If in doubt as to 
their meaning they must apply to proper authority 
for an explanation. 

C. Employes must pass the required examina
tions. 

E. Employes must render every assistance in 
their power in carrying out the rules and special in
structions and must promptly report to the proper 
official any violation thereof. 

F. Accidents, defects in track, bridges or signals 
or any unusual condition which may affect the move
ment of trains or engines, must be promptly reported 
to the proper authority. 

G. The use of intoxicants or narcotics by em
ployes available for duty, or their possession or use 
while on duty, is prohibited. 

H. The use of tobacco by train service employes 
in uniform, or station employes, on duty, while in the 
presence of patrons, is prohibited. 
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J. Employes on duty must wear the prescribed 
badge and uniform and be neat in appearance. 

Note:-Badges are not required by employes in freight 
service. 

K. To avoid annoyance to the public, employes 
and others authorized to transact business at sta
tions and on or about trains must be courteous, 
orderly and quiet. 

L. In case of danger to the Company's property 
employes must unite to protect it, and must take 
every precaution to guard against loss and damage 
from any cause. 

1\1, Employes must exercise care to avoid injury 
to themselves and others. They must observe the 
condition of equipment and the tools which they use 
in performing their duties and when found defective 
will, if practicable, put them in safe condition, re
porting defects to the proper authority. 

N. Employes must expect the movement of trains, 
engines or cars at any time, on any track, in either 
direction. They are warned they must not rely on 
others to notify them of approaching trains, engines 
or cars. 
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DEFINITIONS 

ENGINE.-A unit propelled by any form of energy, 
or a combination of such units operated from a 
single control point, and used in train or yard 
service. 

t,-,-YARD ENGINE.-An engine assigned to yard service. 

YTRAIN.-An engine or more than one engine 
coupled, with or without cars, displaying markers. 
Note:-Where in these rules and definitions, the term train 

is used in connection with speed restrictions or the 
observance of signals (except train order signals), 
it also applies to engines. 

REGULAR TRAIN.-A train authorized by a time 
table schedule. 

SECTION.-One of two or more trains running on 
the same schedule displaying signals or for which 
signals are displayed. 

EXTRA TRAIN.-A train not authorized by a time 
table schedule. It may be designated as-

EXTRA-for any extra train, except work extra; 

WORK EXTRA-for work train extra. 

SUPERIOR TRAIN.-A train having precedence over 
another train. 

TRAIN OF SUPERIOR RIGHT.-A train given prece
dence by train order. 

TRAIN OF SUPERIOR CLASS.-A train given prece
dence by time table. 

TRAIN OF SUPERIOR DIRECTION.-A train given 
precedence in the direction specified by time table as 
between opposing trains of the same class. 
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TIMF. TABLF..-The authority for the movement of 
regular trains subject to the rules. It contains 
classified schedules with special instrnctions relating 
to the movement of trains. 

SCHF.Dl'LE.-That part of a time table which pre
scribes class, direction, number and movement for a 
regular train. 

D1,·1s10N.-That portion of a railroad assigned to 
the supervision of a superintendent. 

DISTRICT.-A portion of a division designated by 
time table. 

MAIN TRACK.-A track extending through yards 
and between stations upon which trains are operated 
by time table or train order, or both, or the use of 
which is governed by block signals. 

Srnau; TRACK.-A main track �pon which trains 
are operated in both directions. 

Two OR MOR�; TRACKS.-Two or more main tracks 
upon any of which the current of traffic may be in 
either specified direction. 

Cl'RRF.NT OF TRAFFIC.-The movement of trains Oil 
a main track, in one direction, specified by the rules. 

SrnING.-A track auxiliary to the main track for 
meeting or passing trains. 

STATION.-A place designated on the time table by 
name. 

YARD.-A system of tracks within defined limits 
provided for the making up of trains, storing of cars 
and other purposes, over which movements not au
thorized by time table, or by train order, may be 
made, subject to prescribed signals and rules or spe
cial instructions. 

� 
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PILOT.-An employe assigned to a train or engine 
when the engineman or conducto1·, or both, are not 
fully acquainted with the physical characteristics or 
rules of the railroad, or po1-tion of the rail road, over 
which the train or engine is to be moved. 

TRAIN REGisn;R.-A book or form used at desig
nated stations for registering signals displayed, the 
time of arrival and departure of trains and such 
other information as may be prescribed. 

BLOCK SYSTE:\I.-A series of consecutive blocks. 

MANUAL BLOCK SYST�;:\1.-A series of consecutive 
blocks governed by block signals operated manually, 
upon information by telegraph, telE:phone or other 
means of communication. 

Al'TO:\IATIC BLOCK SYSTF.111 (ABS) .-A series of 
consecutive blocks governed by block signals, cab 
signals, or both, actuated by a train, or by certain 
conditions affecting the use of a block. 

TRAFFIC CONTROL SYSTE!II (TCS) .-A block signal 
system under which movements are authorized by 
block signals whose indications supersede the su
periority of trains for both opposing and following 
movements on the same track. 

AUTO!IIATIC TRAIN CONTROL SYSTElll (ATC).-A 
system of electric and pneumatic equipment which 
automatically stops a train or controls its speed. 

AUTO!IIATIC TRAIN STOP SYSTEM (ATS) .-A sys
tem so arranged that its operation will automatically 
result in the application of the brakes until the train 
has been brought to a stop, 
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INTERLOCKED-l::-ITERLOCK!NG.-An arrangement of 
signals and signal appliances so interconnected that 
their movements must succeed each othe1· in proper 
sequence. They may be operated manually 01· auto
matically. 

INTJ-.;l(LOCKING LmJITS.-The tracks between the 
opposing home signals of an interlocking. 

CONTROL STATION.-The place where the control 
machine of a traffic control system, or an interlock
ing, is located. 

BLOCK.-A length of track of defined limits, the 
use of which by trains is governerl by block signals, 
cab signals, or both. 

ABSOLUTE BLOCK.-A block in which no train is 
permitted· to enter while it is occupied by another 
train. 

FIXED SIGNAL.-A signal of fixed location indicat
ing a condition affecting the movement of a train. 

CAB SIGNAL.-A signal located in engineman's 
compartment or cab, indicating a condition affecting 
the movement of a train and used in conjunction 
with interlocking signals and in conjunction with, or 
in lieu of block signals. 

BLOCK SIGNAL.-A fixed signal at the entrance of 
a block to govern trains entering and using that 
block. 

INTERLOCKING SIGNALS.-The fixed signals of an 
interlocking. 
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HO!\fE SIGNAL.-A fixed signal at the entrance of 
a route or block to govern trains entering and using 
that route or block. 

CONTROLLED SIGNAL.-A home signal, the indica
tion of which is controlled from a control station. 

GOVERNING ARM.-The arm extending to the right 
of the mast, as seen from an approaching train. 
' MAST.-An upright from which signals are dis

played. 
DUAL CONTROL SWITCH.-An interlocked switch 

which may also be operated manually. 
SPRING SWITCH.-A switch so designed that when 

it is run through in trailing movement, the switch 
points return to original position. 
1, LIMITED SPEED.-A speed not exceeding 60 miles 
per hour. 
·- MEDIUM SPEED.-A speed not exceeding 40 miles 
per hour. 
>c' RESTRICTED SPEED.-A speed that will permit stop
ping short of another train, obstruction or switch 
not properly lined, but· not exceeding 20 miles per 
hour. 
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OPERATING RULES 

Kote:-Rules with a prefix "S" are for single track; 
those with a prefix "D" are for two or more 
tracks. Rules without a_prefix are for single 
and two or more tracks. 
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STANDARD TIME 

1. The General Watch Inspector will, with the 
approval of the General Managers, issue Form 1645 
Standard, Rules Governing Time Service. 

2. Standard clocks will be identified by sign and 
their locations designated by special rule in time 
table; any variation from standard time will be indi
cated in seconds by placard. 

2(A). While on duty the following employes 
must have, and use, a reliable watch prescribed by 
Rule 3 of Form 1645 Standard: 

Yardmasters, 
Assistant Yardmasters, 
Conductors, 
Enginemen, 
Brakemen, 
Road Firemen, 

Engine Foremen, 
Outside Hostlers, 
Engine Herders, 

*Station Agents, 
*Operators. 

(*-Includes only those handling train orders or 
reporting train movements, and then not re
quired when stationed in office where stand
ard clock located) . 

3. Employes designated in Rule 2 (A) (except 
brakemen, road firemen, station agents and opera
tors) must, when commencing each day's work, com
pare time with a standard clock and register on the 
prescribed form. Where standard clock is not avail
able, correct time must be obtained from the train 
dispatcher or from an employe designated in Rule 
2 (A), who has made such comparison. 

The foregoing will also apply when conductors or 
enginemen have been released from duty three hours 
or more, or when changed between terminals. 
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Conductors, enginemen and engine foremen must, 
if practicable, compare time with each other when 
starting each day's work and assure each other that 
their watches have been wound at a time which will 
insure running at least sixteen hours. Other mem
bers of road crews must compare time with their 
conductor or engineman at first opportunity. 

Station agents and operators required by Rule 
2(A) to have a reliable watch, must compare time 
with train dispatcher at first opportunity after going 
on duty. 

When comparing time, it must be stated in hours, 
minutes and seconds. 

TIME TABLES 

4. Each time table, from the moment it takes 
effect, supersedes the preceding time table and its 
schedules take effect on any district at the leaving 
time at their initial stations on such district; but, 
when a schedule of the preceding time table corre
sponds in number, class, day of leaving, direction, 
and initial and terminal stations with a schedule of 
the new time table, a train authorized by the preced
ing time table will retain its train orders and assume 
the schedule of the corresponding number of the new 
time table. 

Schedules on each district date from their initial 
stations on such district. 

Not more than one schedule of the same number 
and day shall be in effect on any district. 
Note:-"Day of Leaving" under this rule refers to the day 

of the week. 
4(A). Notice of the issuance of a new time table 

will be posted in bulletin books. Train dispatcher 
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will notify yardmasters, conductors and enginemen 
by train order of the effective date of a new time 
table. 

This order must be in effect for twenty-four hours 
in advance and seventy-two hours after the new time 
table is effective. 

5rNot more than two times will be shown for a 
schedule at any station. Where one is shown, it is 
the leaving time, except at terminal stations or 
where otherwise indicated; where two, they are the 
arriving and leaving times. 

On single track, unless otherwise specified, the 
time applies at the siding switch where an opposing 
train clears; where there is no siding, or where Rule 
261 is in effect, time applies at the station sign. 

On two or more tracks, unless otherwise specified, 
the time applies at the station sign. 

Where regular or flag stop is indicated in a sched
ule, a train scheduled to stop or flag must not pass 
the point where traffic is received or discharged 
before time shown in schedule. 

Schedule meeting or passing stations may be indi
cated by figures in full-faced type; when so indicated 
the numbers of schedules to meet or pass are shown 
by small figures in close proximity. 

When both the arriving and leaving time of a 
schedule are in full-faced type they are both meeting 
or passing times, or one or more schedules are to 
meet-or pass it between those times. 

Where small type is used for the time of a sched
ule, it indicates there are special instructions in the 
time table to govern. 
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6. I The following letters, when placed in schedule 
column, indicate

s-regular stop; 
f-flag stop to receiYe or discharge traffic. 
6(A). The following letters, when placed in col

umn provided for that purpose in time table, will 
indicate-

B-booth telephone; 
C-office of communication; 
T-turn-table; 
Y-wye; 
YL-yard limits (following station name). 

SIGNALS 

i. Employes whose duties may require them to 
giYe signals must provide themselves with the proper 
appliances, keep them in good order and ready for 
immediate use. 

8. Flags of the prescribed color must be used by 
day and lights of the prescribed color by night. 

9. Day signals must be displayed from sunrise to 
sunset, but when day signals cannot be plainly seen, 
night signals must be used in addition. 

Kight signals must be displayed from sunset to 
sunrise. 

10. COLOR SIGNALS 
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COLOR 
I 

INDICATION 

Red. Stop, except as otherwise 
proYided. 

Yell ow. I Proceed as prescribed by 
the rules. 

Green. I Proceed, and for other uses 
prescribed by the rules. 

White. I Flag stop (see Rule 28) , 

I 

and for other uses pre
scribed by the rules. 

Blue. See Rule 26. 

lO(A); Temporary slow signals, yellow flag, disc 
or light, will be displayed not less than one mile 
(when practicable) in advance of locations where the 
speed of trains must be reduced, or where Form U 
train orders require trains to stop. Temporary re
sume speed signals, green flag, disc or light, will be 
displayed to indicate the end of such areas. 

When temporary slow signals are displayed, trains 
must not exceed fifteen miles per hour, unless other
wise directed by train order or special instructions, 
until rear of train has passed temporary resume 
s�ed signal. 

Temporary stop signals, red flag, disc or light, 
will be displayed at locations where trains must stop 
as required by Form U train order. Trains must not 
pass temporary stop signals until notified by Fore
man or Supervisor in charge. When so notified, 
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tt-ains must not exceed the speed specified by such 

Foreman or Supervisor through the restricted area. 

Note :-Where maximum authorized speed shown in time 

table exceeds fifty-nine miles per hour. temporary 

slow signals will be displayed not less than one 

and one-half miles in advance of restricted area. 

l O ( B).  /Permanent slow signs, yellow with nu

merals, will be located not less than 2500 feet (when 

practicable) in advance of locations where speed of 

trains must be reduced. The numerals thereon near

est the track, or those at the top of the sign, indicate 

the maximum speed for passenger trains, and the 

other numerals the maximum speed of freight trains. 

Where only one numeral is shown it shall govern the 

speed of both passenger and freight trains. Indicated 

speeds must not be exceeded until rear of train has 

passed a permanent green resume speed sign. 

There may be more than one permanent slow sign 

in advance of a permanent resume speed sign, in 

which case the reduced speed shown on each perma

nent slow sign must be observed in succession until 

rear of train has passed the permanent resume speed 

sign. 

1 1 .  A train finding a fusee burning on or near its 

track must stop and extinguish it or wait until it 

has burned out. The train may then proceed pre

pared to stop short of train, obstruction or switch 

not properly l ined, for one mile. 

] 2. Hand, Flag and Lamp Signals 

MANNER OF USING INDICATION 

(A)  Swung across the track.
I 

Stop. 
(B) >/slight horizontal move- Reduce speed. 

ment at arm's length 
at right angles to the 
track. 

(C) Raised and lowered ver-1 Proceed. 
tically. 

( D) Swung Yertically in al Back. 
circle at arm's length. 

1 9  

( F )  S w u ng h o r i zontal ly \ Applv air brakes. 
above the head, when 
standing. 

( G )  Held at arm's length I Release air brakes. 
above the head, when 
standing. 

(H ) Any object waved vio-
lently by anyone on or\ Stop. 
near the track. 
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] .t .  Engine Whistle Signals 

Note : - The signals prescribed are illustrated by "o" for 
short sounds; "-" for longer sounds. 
The sound of the whistle signal should be distinct, 
with intensity and duration proportionate to the 
distance signal is to be conveyed. 
Where in these rules, the term whistle is used, it 
includes either horn or whistle. 

SOUND INDICATION 

(A) 0 Apply brakes. Stop. 

( B) - - Release brakes. Proceed. 

(C) 0 - Inspect train line for leaks 
or for brakes sticking. 

(D) 0 0 - Second engineman on dou-
hie-header assume control 
of air brakes. 

(E) 0 0  Answer to 14 (K) or any 
signal not otherwise pro-
vided for. 

( F )  0 0 0  When standing, back. An-
swer to 12 (D) and 16(C). 
When running, answer to 
16 (D) . 

(G)  0 0 0 0  Call for signals. 

SOUND 

(K) - o  o 

( L) Y- - o -
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INDICATION 

(Single Track) . To call at
tention of engine and train 
crews of trains of the same 
class, inferior trains and 
yard engines, and of trains 
at train order meeting or 
waiting points, to signals 
displayed for a following 
section. If not answered 
by a _  train, the train dis
playing signals must stop 
and ascertain the cause, 
except where Rule 261 is 
in effect. 

( Two or More Tracks) . To 
call attention of engine 
and train crews of trains 
moving in the same direc
tion and yard engines, to 
signals displayed for a fol
lowing section. 

Approaching public cross
ings at grade, at curves, 
tunnels and other obscure 
places ; to be prolonged or 
repeated until crossing is 
occupied. 
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SOUND INDICATION SOUND INDICATION 

01) Approaching stations, junc- (T) - - - - 0  ( On two tracks against the 
tions and railroad cross- current of traffic, and on 
ings at grade. track No. 2 of three or 
Answer to 16 (1 ) .  more tracks). Flagman 

may return from west or 
( ;\,') 0 When running against the south.* 

c u r r e n t  of t raffic  a p-
proaching stations, junc-
tions, railroad crossings at 
grade, curves and other 
obscure places. 

(U) - - - - - 0  ( O n  two tracks against the 
current of traffic, and on 
track No. 1 of three or 
more tracks) . Flagman 
may return from east or 

(0) Succession of Alarm for persons or live- north.* 
short sounds. stock on the track. 

(P)V- o o o  Protect rear of train.* 
(V) - - - - 0 0  (Track No. 3 ) .  Flagman 

may return from west or 

<Q) Vo o o - Protect front of train.* south.* 

( R )  - - - - (Single track, with the cur-
rent of traffic on two 
tracks, and on track No. 1 

(W) (Track No. 3 ) .  Flagman 
- - - - - 0 0  may return from east or 

north.* 

of three or more tracks) .  (X) (Track No. 4 ) .  Flagman 
Flagman may return from - - - - 0 0 0  may return from west or 
west or south.* south.* 

(S) - - - - - ( Single track, with the cur- (Y) (Track No. 4 ) .  Flagman 
rent of traffic on two - - - - - 0 0 0  may return from east or 
tracks, and on track No. 2 north.* 
of three or more tracks) .  
Flagman may return from 
east or north.* * As prescribed by Rule 99. 
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14(Z).  The following whistle signals will be used 
at control stations-

SOUND INDICATION 

- - - Main track. 

--- o --- Siding. 

0 0 -- 0  Industry track. 

0 --- 0 0  Transfer track. 

o -- o  To notify control station 
that train cannot take sig-

I 
nal. See Rule 308. 

15. ' The explosion of two torpedoes is a signal to 
be on the lookout for flagman, obstruction or train 
ahead for one mile. Speed must be reduced imme
diately where view is not clear ahead for one mile. 
The explosion of one torpedo will indicate the same 
as two, but the use of two is required. 
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1 6. Communicating Signals 

Note :- The signals prescribed are illustrated by "0° ' for 
short sounds; "-"' for longer sounds. 

SOUND INDICATION 

(A) 0 0  When standing - start. 

(B) 0 0  When running - stop at 
once. 

(C) 0 0 0  When standing - back. 

(D) 0 0 0  When running - stop at 
next station. 

(F) 0 0 0 0  When running - reduce 
speed. 

(G) 0 0 0 0 0  When standing - recall 
flagman. 

(H) 0 0 0 0 0  When running - increase 
speed. 

(I)  0 Conductor call engineman's 
attention to a meeting, 
passing or waiting point. 
(See Rule 90). 

(J)  0 0 0 0 0 0  Increase train heat. 
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SOUND 

(K) -- o 

(L) 

C\1) 

INDICATION 

Shut off train heat. 

When standing - apply or 
release air brakes. 

When running 
sticking; look 
hand signals. 

brakes 
back for 

'.liote :-Hand or lamp signals must be given in 
addition to communicating signals (A) ,  
(C) and ( L) .  

TRAIN SIGNALS 
I 

1 7. • The headlight will be displayed to the front 
of every train by day and night. It must be extin
guished when a train turns out to meet another 
train but not until train has stopped clear of main 
track. 

In case of headlight failure enroute at night, and 
repairs cannot be made promptly, a white light must 
be placed on the front or leading end of train. Train 
must proceed at restricted speed while head end is 
passing through stations and over street and high
way crossings. Whistle must be sounded frequently 
and bell rung continuously. The dispatch2r must be 
notified at first opportunity. 
It must be dimmed-

while standing at stations where yard engines 
are employed ; 

at meeting points by a train on the main track 
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after switch has been l ined for opposing train 
to enter siding ; 

while standing to meet a train at a junction or 
at end of two or more tracks. 

On two or more tracks, it may be dimmed when 
approaching a train in the opposite direction. 

When headlight is displayed at meeting point, ex
cept within automatic block system limits or where 
Rule 261 is in effect, opposing train must proceed 
prepared to stop short of train, obstruction or switch 
not properly lined, until main track is known to be 
clear. 

On_., engines equipped with gyrating lights, the 
white beam will be displayed by night in addition to 
the headlight. When a train, with engine so equipped, 
is stopped suddenly, the red beam must be immedi
ately displayed and trains on adjacent tracks observ
ing red beam must stop and not proceed until iLis 
known that their track is clear. 

Display of the red beam does not relieve em
ployes from complying with Rules 99 and 102. 

Warning:-Emp!oyes should not look directly into the red 
beam. v 

17(A). By night, when an engine is running 
backward, a light must be displayed on leading end 
in direction of movement. 

18. Yard engines will display the headlight to 
the front and rear by night. When not provided 
with a headlight at the rear, a white light must be 
displayed. 

The headlight may be dimmed or extinguished on 
the end coupled to cars. 

lS(A). ' By night, a detached road engine must 
display a light on rear of engine. 
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1 9. J The following signals will be displayed, in 
places provided, to the rear of every train, as mark
ers, to indicate the rear of train: 

By day, marker lamps not lighted. 
By night, marker lamps lighted, displaying red 

to rear and yellow to front and side. 
A train not equipped to display the prescribed 

signals will display to the rear, a red flag by 
day and a light by night, in lieu of marker 
lamps, to indicate the rear of train. 

By night, when a train is clear of main track to 
be passed by following train ( except within ABS 
limits or where Rule 261 is in effect) ,  marker lamps 
will be turned to display yellow to front, side and 
rear. Markers must be changed to display red to 
rear before main track is again fouled. 

When markers on a train, the rear of which is 
clear of main track, display red to rear ( except with
in ABS limits or where Rule 261 is in effect) ,  a fol
lowing train must proceed prepared to stop short of 
train, obstruction or switch not properly lined, until 
main track is known to be clear. 

Note :- Passenger trains, when so equipped, will display a 
red light at rear of train except when train is clear 
of main track. 

19 (A). On arrival at terminal or tie-up point, 
classification signals and markers must not be re
moved until train has stopped on the designated 
track or is delivered to yardmen. 
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When the car carrying markers, or the engine, 
continues through and the relieving crew is on duty, 
the classification signals and markers may remain 
displayed, when so arranged with the relieving crew. 

20. YAll sections, except the last, will display two 
green flags and two green lights in the places pro
vided for that purpose on the front of the engine. 

21.  Extra trains will display two white lights in 
the places provided for that purpose on the front of 
the engine. 

Exception:-Self propelled roadway equipment, such as 
weed burners, scarifiers, etc., will display two white flags 
in lieu of white lights as day signals. 

22.VWhen two or more engines are coupled at the 
head end of a train, the leading engine only shall 
display the signals as prescribed by Rules 20 and 21 
and give or answer signals. 

23. One flag, marker lamp or light displayed, 
where in Rules 19, 20 and 21 two are prescribed, will 
indicate the same as two; but the proper display of 
all train signals is required. 

25. Each car of a passenger train must be con
nected with the engine by a communicating signal 
appliance. If the communicating signal fails, or an 
engine not equipped with air signal is used to handle 
a passenger train, verbal understanding must be had 
between conductor and engineman, and approaching 
each flag station, immediately following signal 
14 (:\I ) or 14 (K) ,  hand or lamp signal "Proceed" or 
"Stop" must be given by conductor. 
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26. 1,- A blue, or flashing blue, signal, displayed at one or both ends of an engine, car or train, indicates that workmen are under or about it;  when thus protected it must not be coupled to or moved. Each class of workmen will display such signals and the same workmen are alone authorized to remoYe them. Other equipment must not be pla
.
ced on the same track so as to intercept the view of the blue, or flashing blue, signals, without first notifying the workmen. 

When emergency repair work is to be done under or about engine or cars, and a blue, or flashing blue, signal is not available, enginemen and entire crew must be notified, or other proper measures must be taken to thoroughly protect those doing the work. 
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Use of Signals 

27. A signal i mperfectly displayed, or the ab
sence of a signal at a place where a signal is usually 
shown, must be regarded as the most restrictive in
dication that can be given by that signal. When a 
light is absent from a semaphore signal, trains will 
be governed by the indication given by the arm when 
it can be plainly seen, except at an open office at 
night, when light is not displayed on a train order 
signal, train must secure clearance card. 

Employes using a switch where the switch light 
is imperfectly display or absent must, if practicable, 
correct or replace the light. 

Imperfectly displayed signals must be reported to 
the trainmaster from first available office of com
munication. 

28. A white signal will be used to stop a train at 
the flag station indicated on its schedule, or at con
ditional stops. 

29. When a signal, except a fixed signal, is giYen 
to stop a train, it must, unless otherwise provided, 
be acknowledged as prescribed by Rules 14 (E), ( F) 
or ( M ) .  

30. The engine bell must be rung when a n  engine 
is about to move and while approaching and pass
ing public crossings at grade and as otherwise pre
scribed by rule, or by law. 
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31. The whistle must be sounded at al l places where required by rule or law, or to prevent accidents. ,. 
In the event of an engine whistle failure, bell must be rung continuously while train is enroute and every precaution taken to prevent an accident. 
32. The unnecessary use of either the whistle or the bell is prohibited. 
Except as may be necessary to comply with the rules or law, the bell must not be rung, nor the whistle sounded while in the vicinity of passenger trains or occupied passenger cars. -r 34,; Al l  members of train, engine and yard crews must, when practicable, communicate to each other by its name or�t, the indication of each signal governing the movement of their train or engine. 

35. The following signals will be used by flagmen-

Day Signals - A red flag, 
Torpedoes, and 
Fusees. 

Night Signals-A white l ight, 
Torpedoes, and 
Fusees. 

Note :-When going out to flag, flagman must take with him not less than 8 torpedoes and 6 fusees. 
35(A). i Torpedoes wil l  be placed on rail, approximately 80 feet apart on engineman's side of track to be protected. They must not be placed near stations, public crossings, in tunnels or where persons are liable to be injured by them. 

j 
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35(8). Fusees will be used in addition to other 
signals for protecting trains, or in any manner which 
any particular emergency may demand. 

/ 
I On single track they should be placed on the out-

side of rail on engineman's side, except between sid
ing switches they should be placed on field side; on 
two or more tracks on the outside or field side; or, 
if no field side, they should be placed between the 
rails of the track to be protected. 

Fusees must not be placed nor thrown where fire 
from same may endanger rolling stock, buildings, 
bridges, tunnels, or other property. 
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SUPERIORITY OF TRAINS 

S-71 .  A train is superior to another train by 
right, class or direction. 

Right is conferred by train order; class and di
rection by time table. 

Right is superior to class or direction. 
Direction is superior as between trains of the 

same class. 

D-71.  A train is superior to another train by 
right or class. 

Right is conferred by train order; class by time 
table. 

Right is superior to class. 
72. Trains of the first class are superior to those of the second class. 
S-72. Trains in the direction specified by the time table are superior to trains of the same class in the opposite direction. 
73. Extra trains are inferior to regular trains. 
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MOVEMENT OF TRAINS AND ENGINES 
I 

81.  When practicable, instructions or information 
respecting the movement of trains or the condition 
of track or bridges must be in' writing. 

82. Time table schedules, unless fulfilled, are in 
effect for twelve hours after their time at each sta
tion. 

Regular trains more than twelve hours behind 
either their schedule arriving or leaving time at any 
station lose both right and schedule, and can there
after proceed only as authorized by train order, or 
as per Rule 261. 

82 (A).  A schedule must not be assumed at other 
than ib; initial station on any district, except when 
authorized by train order, or Rule 4. 

82 (B). Train, engine, yard and other employes 
whose duties so require, must familiarize themselves 
with current bulletins and special instructions when 
going on duty. Points at which bulletin books for 
train, engine and yard men are maintained are 
shown under special rules in time table. 

83. A train must not leave its initial station on 
any district, or a junction, or pass from one of two 
or more tracks to single track, or from territory 
where Rule 261 is in effect to single track, until it 
has been ascertained whether all frains due, which 
are superior, have arrived or left. 

83 (A). Stations at which train registers are lo
cated are designated in full-faced type in time table. 

At such stations, unless otherwise provided, the 
conductor, or the engineman if no conductor, will 
enter all required information in the train register. 
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Unless otherwise provided, before leaving a sta
tion at which it is necessary for the conductor to 
check the train register, he must fill out Form 1514 
retaining a copy and furnishing a copy to each en
gineman of his train. 

84. A train must not start until the proper signal 
is given. 

A train must not be backed until proper signal has 
been given from the rear end. 

85. Trains of one schedule may pass trains of 
another schedule of the same class. Extras may 
pass and run ahead of second class trains. 
{0 section may pass and run ahead of another sec

tion of the same schedule, first exchanging train 
orders, signals and numbers with the section to be 
passed; except, where Rule 261 is in effect and it is 
so specified in the time table, such exchanges will 
not be required. 

The change in sections must be reported from the 
first available point of communication except as 
otherwise provided. 

85(A).  Unless otherwise provided, a section of a 
schedule or a superior train, which leaves the main 
track must not permit a following section or an 
inferior train to pass. • 

W Unless otherwise provided, an inferior train, 
outside of ABS limits, must be clear at the time a 
superior train in the same direction is due to leave 
the next station in the rear where time is shown, 
except where the distance between stations is less 
than five miles or the time between stations is less 
than five minutes, an inferior train must be clear 
not less than five minutes before a superior train in  
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the si:p{e direction is due to  leave next station in the 
rear.1Within ABS limits an inferior train must clear 
the time of a superior train in the same direction 
sufficiently to avoid delay to the superior train. 
--iunless otherwise provided, an engine, outside of 
ABS limits, must clear the time of a first class train 
at the time the first class train is due to leave the 
next station where time is shown, except where the 
distance between stations is less than five miles or 
the time between stations is less than five minutes, 
an engine must be clear not less than five minutes 
before the first class train is due to leave the next 
station where time is shown. Within ABS limits an 
engine must clear the time of a first class train 
sufficiently to avoid delay to the first class train. 

S-87. An inferior train must keep out of the way 
of opposing superior trains and failing to clear the 
main track by the time required by rule must be 
protected as prescribed by Rule 99. 

Unless otherwise provided, extra trains must clear 
the time of opposing regular trains not less than 
five minutes, and will be governed by train orders 
with respect to opposing extra trains. 

88. Trains must pull into the siding when prac
·ticable ; if necessary to back in, or back out, the train 
must first be protected as prescribed by Rule 99, 
unless otherwise provided. 

S-88. At meeting points between extras, the 
train in the inferior time table direction must take 
the siding, unless otherwise provided. 

At meeting and passing points between extras and 
work extras, the work extra must take the siding, 
unless otherwise specified. 
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S-89. At meeting points, unless otherwise pro
Yided :  

( A ) .  within automatic block system limits the in
ferior train must clear the main track before the 
leaving time of the superior train, except that sec
ond class and extra trains must clear the main track 
not less than fiYe minutes before the leaving time of 
a first class train. 

(B). where there is no automatic block system, 
the inferior train must clear the main track not less 
than five minutes before the leaving time of the su
perior train. 

(C) .  The train holding main track must stop 
clear of the track to be used by the train to be met 
and, if practicable, be protected by lining the switch. 

90. When a passenger train approaches a station 
at which it should stop to \\·ait, meet, or be passed 
by another train, conductor will sound signal 16(1) 
at least one mile from station, to be answered by 
signal 14 ( M) .  Should the engineman fail to act the 
conductor must stop the tdTn. 

91. Unless some form of block system is used, 
trains in the same direction must keep not less than 
ten minutes apart. 

92. A train must not leave a station in advance 
of its schedule leaYing time. 

93. Stations having yard limits will be desig
nated by special rule in time table. 
fWith in  yard limits trains and engines may use 

main track not protecting against second class and 
extra trains or engines, but must giYe way as soon 
as possible upon their approach. 
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All except first class trains must move within 
yard limits prepared to stop short of train, obstruc
tion or switch not properly lined. 

First class trains moving against the current of 
traffic must move within yard limits prepared to 
stop short of train, obstruction or switch not prop
erly lined, except where Rule 261 fs in effect. 

94. A train which overtakes another train so dis
abled that it cannot proceed will pass it, if practi
cable, and if necessary will assume the schedule and 
take the train orders of the disabled train, proceed 
to the next available point of communication, and 
there report to the train dispatcher. The disabled 
train will assume the right or schedule and take the 
train orders of the last train with which it has ex
changed, and will, when able, proceed to and report 
from the first available point of communication. 

95. Two or more sections may be run on the 
same schedule. Each section has equal time table 
authority. 

A train must not display signals for a following 
section without train order authority, except where 
trains are operated under Rules 251 or 261 the train 
dispatcher may authorize sections of a schedule at 
initial stations by numbered clearance card, on which 
mul;1t be shown following the address, signals to be 
displayed. 

S-96. A train order must not be issued author
izing signals to be displayed from or taken down 
at an intermediate point not a register station for all 
trains, until all trains affected have been notified 
by Form F train order. 

When all trains affected cannot be notified that 
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signals are to be taken down, they must be displayed 
over the entire district and the section annulled be
yond the point to which it is operated. 

9i. Extra trains must not be run without train 
orders, except where trains are operated under Rules 
251 or 261 the train dispatcher may authorize extras 
by numbered clearance card. 

Within TCS limits extras and work extras may be 
authorized as prescribed by Rules 502 and 504. 

98. Trains and engines must approach the end of 
two or more tracks, railroad crossings at grade, and 
drawbridges, prepared to stop, except where ABS or 
interlocking signals otherwise indicate. 

98 (A).  Unless otherwise directed, trains and en
gines must stop within a distance of not less than 
200 feet nor more than 800 feet before crossing 
any drawbridge or railroad at grade, except where 
ABS or interlocking signals otherwise indicate. Be
fore starting to cross, except where ABS or inter
locking signals are in use, Signal 14 ( B) shall be 
sounded. 

98(8). At railroad crossings at grade where 
trains or engines are required by Rule 98 (A) to stop 
and the view in each direction is not clear for at 
least 800 feet, member of the crew must precede the 
train or engine and give signal from the crossing 
if safe to proceed. 

98(C). Normal position of junction switches, ex
cept those within interlocking limits, will be shown 
in the time table. Trains and engines must stop 
clear of junction switches which are lined against 
them and not foul the other main track without 
proper protection. 
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98 (0). A t  a crossing or junction, when practi
cable, a train or engine must not be stopped at a 
point where any part of it will interfere with the 
free passage of trains on the other track. 

,@ V'<vhen a train or engine is moving under cir
cumstances in which it may be overtaken by another 
train or engine, the flagman must drop lighted 
fusees and take such other action as may be neces
sary to insure full protection. 

When a train or engine stops under circumstances 
in which it may be overtaken by another train or 
engine, the flagman must go back immediately with 
flagman's signals a sufficient distance to insure full 
protection, placing two torpedoes and, when .!t:_�es
sary, in addition, displaying lighted fusees. �n 
trains or engines are under the protection of an 
automatic block system, or where Rule 261 is in 
effect, a sufficient distance to insure full protection 
is the distance necessary to insure full protection 
against a following train or engine approaching at 
restricted speed.J 

When recalled and safety to the train or engine 
will permit, the flagman will promptly return. 

When the conditions require he will leave the tor
pedoes and, at proper intervals, a lighted fusee. 

The front of the train or engine must be pro
tected in the same manner, when necessary. 

Conductors, engine foremen and enginemen are 
responsible for the protection of their trains or en
gines. 
�-Except as prescribed in Rule 321, protection by f!ag
\

w

/ man is not required within interlocking limits. 
99(A).  When a flagman is  sent with specific in

structions restricting the movement of a train or en-
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gine, such instructions must be in writing. When 
sent by train he must ride on the engine, showing 
the flagging instructions to the engineman, and en- · 
gineman must stop to leave the flagman at the point 
where the train or engine is to be restricted. 

99(8).  When a train or engine is flagged the 
engineman must obtain a thorough explanation be
fore proceeding. 

99 (C). When it is known by engineman that his 
train or engine will be delayed under conditions re
quiring flag protection, he will immediately whistle 
out the flagman. 

D-99. When a train or engine crosses over to or 
obstructs another main track, unless otherwise pro
vided, it must first be fully protected in both direc
tions. 

101 .  Trains and engines must be fully protected 
against any known condition which interferes with 
their ;,fety. 

1 02. When a train is parted, disabled or stopped 
suddenly by an emergency application of the air 
brakes or other cause, adjacent tracks as well as 
tracks of other railroads that are liable to be ob
structed must at once be protected until it is ascer
tained they are safe and clear for the movement of 
trains. 1 

1 02(A). When it becomes necessary to leave a 
portion of train under conditions which make it dif
ficult for returning front portion to locate detached 
portion, two torpedoes must be placed approximately 
1000 feet in advance of the forward end of detached 
portion. In addition, by night, or when view is ob
scured by weather conditions, a light must be placed 
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on forward end of detached portion. If no light 
available, a member of crew must remain in position 
to protect returning front portion. A sufficient num
ber of hand brakes must be set to keep detached 
portion from moving. 

A detached portion of a train must not be moved 
or passed until the front portion returns, except 
under full protection. 

1 03. When cars are pushed by an engine, except 
when switching, a trainman or yardman must take 
a conspicuous position on the leading car and at 
night must display a white light. 

Cars must not be pushed over a street, highway 
or railroad crossing at grade unless a member of th:! 
crew is on the leading car or on the ground ahead 
to see that the crossing is clear; cars shall be pushed 
over such crossing only on his signal, unless the 
movement is controlled by a tail hose or rear end 
valve at the forward end of the leading car. 

Cars must not be kicked or dropped over street 
or highway crossings unless protected by a member 
of the crew. 

1 03 (A). Passenger cars and outfit cars, when oc
cupied, must have air brakes in use when switched 
or moved. 

1 04. Conductors and engine foremen are respon
sible for the position of switches used by them and 
their crews, except where switch tenders are sta
tioned. Switches must be properly lined after hav
ing been used. 

A switch must not be left open for a following 
train or engine unless in charge of a member of the 
crew of such train or engine. 
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When practicable, members of crew on the engine 
must see that the switches near the engine are prop
erly lined. 

A train or engine must not foul a main track until 
switches connected with the movement are properly 
lined. 

When a train or engine is waiting to cross from 
one track to another and . during the approach or 
passage of a train or engine on tracks involved, all 
switches connected with the movement must be se
cured in the normal position. Before starting to 

· make the movement, all switches involved must be 
properly lined and not restored to normal until the 
movement is completed. 

Where trains or engines are required to be re
ported clear of main track such report must not be 
made until switch has been secured in its normal 
position. 

Note:-Rule 104 applies only to hand-operated switches. 
104(A). When a train is clear of main track, to 

be met or passed by another train, employe attend
ing the switch will not go nearer the switch than the 
clearance point until the expected train has been 
met or has passed. 

When a train is on the main track, to be met or 
passed by another train, employe attending the 
switch will, after lining and locking it, immediately 
return to the clearance point and remain back of 
that point until expected train clears the main track. 

When necessary to go beyond the switch in flag
ging, the flagman must remain at least 150 feet 
away from the switch while approaching train is 
passing over it. 

The conductor or engineman must have an oral 
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understanding with the employe attending the switch 
as to the required handling under this rule. 

Employes using switches must observe whether 
switch points fit properly after switch is lined, and 
must grasp the lock chain and pull it to insure that 
the lock is securely fastened. 

Employes, in alighting from trains to change 
switches, must get off on opposite side of train from 
switch stand when to do so will not endanger their 
safety. 

Crews of trains which are clear of main track 
must not give "proceed" signals to approaching 
trains. 

104(B}. Main track switches and others equipped 
with switch lock, must be locked and left in normal 
position, except when changed for immediate move
ment through them. 

For facing point train 
equipped with locks must be 
with hooks must be hooked. 

movements, switches 
locked, or if equipped 

For facing point movements, other than train 
movements, switches equipped with locks or hooks 
must be secured by placing lock or hook in staple. 

For trailing point movements switches equipped 
with locks or hooks must be secured by placing lock 
or hook in staple. 

Switches not equipped with lock or hook must be 
secured to the extent practicable. If a switch lock 
is missing or defective, the switch must be secured. 

104(C}. Rigid switches inust not be run through. 
If a rigid switch is run through, it is thereafter un
safe and must be protected. If an engine or a car 
is run partially through a switch, the entire move-
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ment must be continued. Switches damaged in this 

way must be spiked unless the section forman takes 

charge. 
104(D). Spring switches will be designated by 

the letter "S" painted on the switch stand. 

Trailing movements through spring switches must 

not be reversed until switch has been properly lined. 

Except as provided in Rule 320(D),  if signal pro

tecting facing point movement over a spring switch 

is in stop position, examine switch points to see .that 

they are properly closed. 
If necessary to spike a spring switch it must be 

protected and the train dispatcher notified. 

Sand must not be used over spring switches. 

104(E). Unless otherwise provided, derails must 

be set to derail and locked in that position, except 

when lined to permit movements. 

Employes opening switches that have connected 

derails, must lock switch open for facing point move-

ments. 
105. Except where Rule 261 is in effect, trains or 

engines using other than main track must proceed 

prepared to stop short of train, obstruction or switch 

not properly lined. 
Sidings of an assigned direction must not be used 

in a reverse direction unless authorized by train 

dispatcher, or in an emergency under flag protection. 

When practicable, a train entering siding will not 

sw: until train is clear of main track. 

f Sidings must not be blocked unless authorized by 

trainmaster, except in an emergency. When so 

blocked, wire report must be made to trainmaster 

from first open office of communication. 

� 
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� Except where Rule 261 is in effect, trains 

moving against the current of traffic must move 
around curves where view is obscured at restricted 

"_).>P� and signal 14 ( N) sounded frequently. 
j/v(j!}Jf) Conductor, engine foreman and engineman, 

or anyone acting as pilot, are responsible for the 
safety of the train or engine and observance of the 
rules, and under conditions not provided for by the 
rules, must take every precaution for protection. 
This does not relieve other employes of their re
sponsibility under the rules. 

107. When a passenger train is receiving or dis
charging traffic on the side toward a station, a 
train or engine must not pass between it and the 
s,t1tion unless proper safeguards are provided. 
V'Passengers being loaded or discharged at a station 
should be warned, and where practicable safeguard
ed, against moving trains on intervening tracks. 

108. In case of doubt or uncertainty, the safe 
course must be taken. 

D-151. Where two main tracks are in service, 
trains must keep to the right unless otherwise pro
vided. 

Where three or more main tracks are in service, 
they shall be designated by numbers and their use 
indicated by special instructions. 

� 

� 
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RULES FOR MOVEMENT BY TRAIN 

ORDERS. 

201. For moYements not provided for by time 
table, train orders will be issued by authority and 
o\·er the signature of the superintendent and contain 
only information or instructions essential to such 
moYements. 

They must be brief and clear ; in the prescribed 
forms when applicable; and without erasure, altera
tion or interlineation. 

Figures in train orders must not be surrounded 
by brackets, circles or other characters. 

202. Each train order must be given in the same 
words to all employes or trains addressed. 

203. Train orders must be numbered consecu
ti\·ely each day, beginning at midnight. 

204. Train orders must be addressed to those who 
are to execute them, naming the place at which each 
is to recei\·e his copy. Those for a train must be 
addressed to the conductor and en.fneman, and also 
to anyone who acts as its pilot.I  Those for a yard 
engine may be addressed to the agent, yardmaster, 
or, engine foreman and engineman of a yard engine./1. 

)I ot more than one address will be shown on a line 
in train orders or in dispatcher's order book. 

A copy for each employe addressed must be sup
plied by the operator. 

When more than one engine is attached to a train, 
each engineman must be supplied with copies of all 
orders affecting the moYement of the train. 

An additional copy of all train orders and clear
ance cards must be furnished for delivery to rear 
brakeman. 
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Orders addressed to operators restricting the 
movement of trains must be respected by conductors 
and enginemen the same as if addressed to them. 

204(A). Orders should not be sent an unneces
sarily long time before delivery, or to points un
necessarily distant from where they are to be 
executed. 

205. Each train order must be written in full in a 
book provided for the purpose at the office of the 
train dispatcher; and with it record the time and the 
signals which show when and from what offices and 
by whom the order was repeated and the responses 
transmitted; and the train dispatcher's initials. These 
records must be made at once and never from mem
ory or memoranda. 

Additions to train orders must not be made after 
they have been repeated. 

206. In train orders regular trains will be desig
nated by numbers, as "No. 10," and sections as 
"Second 10," adding engine numbers, if known. 

Extras will be designated by engine numbers and 
the direction, as "Extra 798, 'East' or 'West.' " 

Work extras will be designated by engine number, 
as "Work Extra 798." 

For the movement of an engine of another com
pany, the initials as well as the engine number will 
be used. 

Even hours as "10 :00 A.M.'' must not be used in 
stating time in train orders. Time will be spelled 
out and duplicated in figures ; other numbers will be 
stated in figures only. 

In transmitting and repeating train orders by 
telegraph, time will be stated in words and dupli
cated in figures. 
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In transmitting and repeating train orders by tele
phone, the name of station must be plainly spelled 
and then pronounced, thus : A-u-r-o-r-a, Aurora. 

All time must first be spelled, then pronounced, 
and then given in figures, thus : o-n-e n-a-u-g-h-t 
f-i-v-e, one naught five, 105. Numbers must be 
transmitted by individual figures, then as a com
plete number, thus : 6-8-7, six eighty-seven, except
ing numbers having only one figure must be spelled 
and then pronounced, thus: f-i-v-e, 5. The letters 
duplicating names of stations and numerals other 
than time will not be written in the order book, nor 
upon train orders. 

When train orders are transmitted by telegraph 
the train dispatcher will write the order as repeated 
by the first operator and must underscore each word 
and figure in the order at the time it is repeated by 
other operators. When transmitted by telephone, he 
must write the order as he transmits it and under
score each word and figure as repeated by each 
operator. 

206(A). To relay a train order, it must : 
be transmitted in the usual manner to the relaying 

operator, who must transmit the order to office ad
dressed ; 

the operator at the office addressed must repeat 
the order to the relaying operator who must under
score upon his copy each word and figure as repeat
ed by the office addressed ; 

the relaying operator must then repeat the order 
to the train dispatcher, by whom "time complete" 
will be given to the relaying operator to be trans
mitted to the office addressed. 

If the order is also addressed to a superior train 
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at the relaying office, the "X" response must be 
given before it is transmitted to the inferior train. 

207. To transmit a train order, the direction 
must be given to each office addressed, and the num
ber of copies stated thus : "West, copy 4", or "East, 
copy 5". 

208. A train order to be sent to two or more of
fices must be transmitted simultaneously to as 
many of them as practicable. When not sent simul
taneolfsly to all, the order must be sent first to the 
superior train or the train being restricted. The 
several addresses must be in order of superiority of 
trains. 

209. Operators must write or typewrite train or
ders in manifold as transmitted. If typewriter is 
used, the letters must be capitalized, the lines double 
spaced and black record ribbon used. 

The time complete and the operator's signature 
must be in handwriting. 

They must retain a copy of each train order. 
When necessary to make additional copies of a 

train order, operator, after repeating the new copy 
to train dispatcher, must sign his own name on new 
copies. Operator must file the copies from which he 
made copies, together with one of the new copies, 
showing thereon date and time repeated. The train 
dispatcher will record in his order book the time re
peated and the operator repeating the order. 

The additional copies must bear the same date 
and time complete as the original copies. 

When the order is held by two or more offices 
the train dispatcher will, when practicable, require 
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an additional operator to check the repetition with 
him, making proper record. 

210. When a train order has been transmitted, 
operators must, unless otherwise directed, repeat it 
at once from the manifold copy in the succession in 
which the several offices have been addressed. Each 
operator receiving the order should observe whether 
the others repeat correctly. When repeated correctly, 
the train dispatcher will give "complete," the time 
and superintendent's initials. 

The operator receiving this response will write in 
the time completed, sign his last name and deliver a 
copy to each person addressed; except, that when 
delivery will take the operator from the immediate 
vicinity of the office/copies may be delivered by a 
member of crew; or, delivery may be made as re
quired by Rules 216 and 217, or as prescribed by 
special instructions issued by the superintendwt. / 

210(A).  Conductors and enginemen must read 
train orders and clearance cards, and check the cor
rectness thereof. Enginemen must show train orders 
and clearance cards to other members of crew on 
engines; conductors, when practicable, must show 
them to the brakeman. All members of crew are 
required to read train orders and clearance cards, 
must see that the order numbers shown on clear
ance card correspond with the numbers of orders 
received, and must remind each other of the contents 
of train orders and clearance cards. 

210(8).  When a conductor or engineman, or both, 
are relieved before the completion of a trip, all train 
orders, clearance cards and instructions held must be 
delivered to the relieving conductor or engineman. 
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Such orders, clearance cards or instructions must be 
compared by the conductor and engineman before 
proceeding. Receipts must be given for orders so 
transferred, and must show the numbers of the 
orders transferred from one conductor to another 
and from one engineman to another. 

Engineman remai11ing on his engine and tem
porarily relieved by a supervisor, will retain his 
train orders and be responsible for their observance. 

211. Where there is no block system continuous 
on the entire district, the operator must, before de
livering a train order to a train, fill out clearance 
card, enter thereon, without alteration or erasure the 
numbers of all orders for that train, repeat the 
address and the order numbers to the train dis
patcher, who will check the correctness thereof and 
make record in his train order book, give the op
erator the next train order number with "OK", time 
and his initials, which the operator will endol\Se on 
clearance card, sign, and deliver with the orders. 

Where a block system is continuous on the entire 
district, the operator must, before delivering a train 
order to a train, fill out clearance card, enter there
on, without alteration or erasure the numbers of all 
orders for that train. He will then sign his name to 
the clearance card and deliver to those addressed 
without requiring "OK", number and check by the 
train dispatcher, except as required by Rules 217, 
219 and S-219 (A) .  

When train order signal cannot be cleared and 
there are no orders for the train at his station, the 
operator will fill out, sign and deliver clearance card, 
without number. 
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Clearance cards will be prepared only sufficiently 
in advance to avoid delay. 

Order numbers shall be entered on clearance card 
in reverse numerical sequence. 

Operators must retain a copy of each clearance 
card. 

212. When so directed by the train dispatcher, a 
train order, having been transmitted, may be ac
knowledged before repeating, by the operator re-
sponding :  "Order No. _ __ to Train No _ __ , X," 
with operator's initials and office signal. The ope 
erator must then write on the order his initials and 
the time. 

213. "Complete" must not be given to a train 
order for delivery to a train until the order has been 
repeated or the "X" response sent by the operator 
who receives the order for the superior train, or the 
train being restricted. 

214. When a train order has been repeated or 
"X" response sent, and before "complete" has been 
given, the order must be treated as a holding order 
for the train addressed, but must not be otherwise 
acted on until "complete" has been given. If the 
means of communication fail before an office has 
repeated an order or has sent the "X" response, the 
order at that office is of no effect and must be there 
treated as if it had not been sent. 

215. If means of communication fail after "com
plete" has been given and before clearance card has 
been numbered and "OK'd" by train dispatcher, op
erators may deliver such orders to train or trains 
affected accompanied by clearance card bearing no
tation "communication has failed", which will be 
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acted upon as though "OK"- had been given. If no 
orders for delivery, and numbered and "OK'd" clear
ance card is required by the rules, the operator may 
clear the train as prescribed above. 

When communication is restored, operator will ad
vise train dispatcher of time train was cleared and 
numbers of all orders delivered, which train dis
patcher will record in train order book. 
- The foregoing does not modify Rules 95 and 97. 

216. When the train dispatcher issues a train 
order that is to be delivered to a train by the dis
patcher, a carbon impression must be made in the 
dispatcher's train order book at the time the order is 
written. If the order is to be sent to another office, 
it will be transmitted from the copy in the book and 
underscored as it is sent and again as the other 
office repeats it. The requirements for delivery are 
the same as at other offices. 

217. A train order for delivery to a train not at 
a train order office, or at which the office is closed, 
must be addressed to "C&E _ _ at (or betwE,en) 

care of _ _ _ _  ," showing title of em-
ploye in whose care the order is sent and who is 
responsible for its delivery. Such orders must be 
accompanied by clearance card numbered and "OK'd" 
by the dispatcher. 

The numbers of such train orders and the number 
of the clearance card accompanying them must be 
shown on the clearance card of the train making 
delivery. 

Restricting orders must not be issued under this 
rule. 

218. When a train is named in a train order by 
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its schedule number alone, all sections of that sched
ule are included, and each must have copies de
livered to it. 

219}1 When necessary to issue a train order re
stricting a train which has been cleared or of which 
the engine has passed the train order signal indi
cating "proceed", or, when necessary to annul the 
authority of a work extra, the train dispatcher shall 
first instruct the operator to call the conductor and 
engineman to the office. When they are in the office 
and any previous clearance card delivered at that 
station has been destroyed, or, if numbered, an
nulled, the order shall be transmitted and clearance 
card prepared. Clearance card shall then be signed 
by the conductor and engineman, whose signatures 
shall be transmitted to the train dispatcher; after 
which the order shall be repeated and "complete" 
given. Train dispatcher will then number and "OK" 
clearance card. 
{11When necessary to issue a train order restricting 
a yard engine the employe or employes to whom 
such order is addressed must first be required to 
sign clearance card as prescribed in first paragraph 
of this rule. 

When necessary to issue nonrestricting train or
ders to a train which has been cleared, the subse.
quent clearance cards must show the numbers of all 
orders for the train at that station. 

S-219(A). There should, if possible, be at least 
one office of communication between those at which 
opposing trains receive meeting or waiting orders. 
They should not be issued for delivery at meeting or 
waiting points, but when this cannot be avoided, the 
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order will state that the train which does not receiYe 
the order at the meeting or waiting point will take 
the siding, and will also state that the train being 
restricted recei\·es the order at the meeting or wait
ing point. The operator, in addition to displaying 
fixed signal in "stop" position, must flag the train 
to which deliYery of order is to be made. After the 
train has stopped, the train dispatcher will number 
and "OK" the clearance card. 

A train that is ad\·anced to a meeting or waiting 
point where the opposing train receiYes the order, 
must approach such station prepared to stop short of 
train, obstruction or switch not properly lined. 

220. Train orders, once in effect, continue so 
until fulfilled, superseded or annulled. Any part of 
an order specifying a particular moYement may be 
either superseded or annulled. 

Orders held by, or issued for, or any part of an 
order relating to a regular train become Yoid when 
such train loses both right and schedule as pre
scribed by Rules 4 and 82, or its schedule is an
nulled. 
U 1.:-nless otherwise proYided, when a train order au
thorizing an extra or work extra is fuifilled or 
annulled, other t,·ain orders held by, or any part of 
an order relating to, such extra or work extra, ex
cept forms K and T and those relating to track 
conditions, structures and equipment, become Yoid. 

Orders relating to track coriditions, structures and 
equipment, receiYed by a crew, unless annulled, must 
be retained and obserYed on all trips made by that 
crew until train arri\'es and crew released at their 
terminal. Other orders will be observed when author-
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ized by train order reading: "Retain and observe 
Orders Nos. _ __ - -- ·" 

221. Where a train order signal is used at a train 
order office it must indicate "stop" when there is an 
operator on duty, except when changed to "proceed" 
to allow train to pass when there are no train orders 
for any train in that direction. 

When a train order signal indicates "stop" a train 
must not leave the station without receiving clear
ance card. 
[Train order signals must be fastened at "proceed" 

when no operator on duty. When so fastened at 
night, the light must be extinguished, except, in 
train order signals of the colorlight type, the light 
must be lighted continuously;] 

When an office of communication is opened out
side the assigned hours, the train dispatcher must, 
if possible, notify trains by train order. When this 
cannot be done, and it is necessary to deliver a re
stricting order, the train dispatcher must first be 
assured that the train order signal displays "stop". 
The requirements of Rule S-219(A) must be ob
served. 

222. Operators must promptly record and report 
to the train dispatcher the time of arrival and depar
ture of all trains, and the direction of extra trains. 

They must observe trains and report at once to 
the train dispatcher if the proper signals are not 
displayed. 

Where train registers are located the report to the 
train dispatcher must be given from that form. 

222(A). When an operator relieves another, a 
record must be made on Form 862-A of all train 

� 
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orders, clearance cards and messages affecting the 
movement of trains, which have not been delivered. 
This record must contain special mention of restric
tive train orders requiring the stopping of trains at 
that station, and the relieving operator must read 
each order and read and check each clearance card, 
and by placing his initials on the record opposite 
each order and clearance card number indicate that 
he has done so, after which the record shall be 
signed by both operators and the time transfer is 
made noted thereon. If no train orders, clearance 
cards or messages are to be transferred, that fact 
should be noted on the record. 

If an operator is not relieved at the time an office 
is closed, Form 862-A will be prepared as shown 
above, by the outgoing operator, to be signed by 
relieving operator when coming on duty. 

The operator will indicate on Form 862-A all 
trains cleared which have not departed at the time 
transfer is made. 

222(B). When a train dispatcher relieves another, 
the outgoing train dispatcher must make a written 
transfer in the train order book, listing by their 
numbers all train orders in effect and the numbers 
of all clearance cards issued to trains which have 
been cleared but have not departed at time transfer 
is made. 

The transfer must include special mention of any 
unusual conditions. 

The relieving dispatcher must read and check 
each train order and clearance card in effect and 
place his initials opposite each. 

Transfer must be signed by both train dispatchers 
and the time the transfer is made must be shown. 

,, 

� 
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223. The following signals and abbreviations may 
be used: 

9 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  To clear the line for train 
orders and for operators to 
ask for train orders. 

Initials for signature of designated officers. 
TCS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Traffic Control System. 
ABS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Automatic Block System. 
ATC . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Automatic Train Control. 
ATS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Automatic Train Stop. 
C & E . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Conductor and Engineman. 
Dispr . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Train Dispatcher. 
Dist... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  District. 
Div . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Division. 
Eng . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Engine. 
Frt . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Freight. 
Jct . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Junction. 
Mins . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Minutes. 
M P . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Mile Post. 
M P H . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Miles Per Hour. 
No . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Number. 
0 K. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Correct. 
Opr . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Operator. 
0 S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Train Report. 
Psgr . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Passenger. 
Sec . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Section. 
X . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Train will be held until train 

order is made "complete". 
YM . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Yardmaster. 

Such office and other signals as are arranged 
superintendent. 

The following for names of the months : 
Jan Feb Mar Apr May 
July Aug Sept Oct Nov 

June 
Dec 

by 

224 
TRAIN ORDER SIGNALS 

i r  
INDICATION: 

NAME: 

PROCEED; NO TRAIN ORDERS. 

CLEAR TRAIN ORDER SIGNAL. 
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1 T 11 
INDICATION, 

NAME, 

STOP, UNLESS CLEARANCE CARD RECEIVED. 

STOP TRAIN ORDER SIGNAL. 
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FORMS OF TRAIN ORDERS. 

Note:- Forms with a prefix "S" ore for single track; those with o prefix "D" ore for two or 

more tracks. Forms without g prefix ore for single t1nd two 0< more tracks. 

WESTWARD DISTRICT EASTWARD 

CLASS CLASS CLASS 
61 55 5 3 1 2 ' 6 

Leave leave Leave Leave Leave Arrive Arrive Arrive 

STATIONS .. 
B 

C 

D 

E 

F 
G 

H 

J 

K 

M 

z I 

1
Arrive Arrive Arrive , Arrive: Arrive Leove Leave Leave 

- -

S-A 

Fixing Meeting Points for Opposing Trains 

( I )  '.',o 2 Eng 23 meet Xo I Eng 25 at B. 

Second 4 Eng 36 meet Xo 3 Eng 21 at B. 

Xo 5 Eng 13 meet Extra 95 East at B. 

Extra 652 East meet Extra 231 West at B. 

No 1 Eng 25 meet No 26 Eng 362 at C .  

26 

Anive 

Leave 

- -

CLASS 
53' 

Arrive 

Leave 
- -
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(2) No 2 Eng 23 and Second 4 Eng 36 meet No 
1 Eng 25 and No 3 Eng 21 at K and Extra 
95 West at F (and so on) . 
No 1 Eng 25 meet No. 2 Eng 23 at B Second 
4 Eng 36 at C and Extra 95 East at D. 
No 1 meet No 2 No 4 and No 6 at J. 

The foregoing examples may be modified by add-
ing " _ _ _  take siding" or " ___ gets this order 
at ____ ,, 

Trains rece1vmg these orders will run with re
spect to each other to the designated points and 
there meet in the manner prescribed by the rules. 

( 1 ) 

B. 

Directing a Train to Pass or Run 
Ahead of Another Train. 

No 1 Eng 25 pass No 3 Eng 36 at K. 
Extra 231 East pass No 6 Eng 41 at J. 

In each example, both trains will run ac
cording to rule, to the designated point 
where the train to be passed will take siding 
and permit the rear train to pass promptly. 

When an inferior train receives an order 
to pass a superior train, authority is con
ferred to proceed ahead of the train passed 
from the designated point. 
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(2) Extra 594 East run ahead o( No 6 Eng 35 
M to B. 

The first named train will run ahead of 
the second named train between the points 
designated. 

Unless some form of block system is used, 
the following train will look out for the 
designated train ahead until the order is 
fulfilled. 

If a train is delayed after receiving au
thority to run ahead of a superior train, it 
may allow the superior train to pass and the 
superior train will inform the train dis
patcher from the first office of communica
tion. 

S-C. 

Giving Right Over an Opposing Train. 

( 1 )  No 1 Eng 25 has right over No 2 Eng 36 G 
to M. 

No 1 Eng 25 has right over No 2 No 4 and 
No 6 A to Z. 
No 534 Eng 77 has right over No 5 Eng 21 
M to B. 

If the trains over which right is given 
reach the point last named before the first 
named train arrives, they may proceed clear
ing the time of opposing train as required by 
Rules S-87 and S-89. 
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(2) Extra 37 East has right over No 3 Eng 21 
F to A. 

(3) 

The regular train must not go beyond the 
point last named until the extra train has 
arrived, unless authorized by train order to 
do so. 

Should the regular train be advanced by 
Form E order, it must clear the time of the 
extra train as required by Rules S-87 and 
S-89. 

In examples ( 1) and ( 2 ) ,  if the trains 
meet at either of the designated points, the 
first named train must take siding unless 
the order otherwise prescribes. 

When this form of order is used to give a 
train right over sections of a schedule, all 
following sections must be included in the 
order. 
Extra 72 East has right over Extra 91 West 
Z to H but wait at 
K until nine fifty nine 
J ten fifteen 
for Extra 91 West. 

9 59 A M  
10 15 A M  

The first named train must not pass the 
points designated as K and J before the time 
given unless the other train has arrived, and 
must take siding and not pass the point 
designated as H unless the extra over which 
right has been conferred has arrived, or 
unless authorized by train order to do so. 
The second named train must clear the time 

� 
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of the first named train as required by Rules 
S-87 and S-89. 

These examples give right to the first 
named train over the other train or trains 
between the points named. 

When right is given to the end of two or 
more tracks, or to a point where trains are 
operated under Rule 261, the first named 
train may proceed with the current of traffic 
or under Rule 261, but must not again enter 
single track not operated under Rule 261, 
unless the second named train has arrived, or 
is authorized by train order to do so. 

D. 

Giving Right Over a Train in the 
Same Direction. 

( 1 )  No 5 Eng 22 has right over No 3 Eng 26 
A to Z ( or C to J ) .  

The second named train must clear the 
time of the first named train between the 
points stated in the order, as required by 
Rule 86. 

(2) Extra 57 West has right over No 61 Eng 
37 A to Z but wait at 
A until four thirty 4 30 P M 
C five naught one 5 01 P M  
F six ten 6 10 P M  
Extra 62 East has right over Extra 79 East 
Z to A (or M to D) .  
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The second named train must clear the 
train order time, if any, of the first named 
train, between the points stated in the order 
as required by Rule 86; otherwise it must 
not leave the point first stated in the order 
ahead of the first named train. 

These examples give right to the first 
named train over the other train, or trains, 
between the points named. 

E. 

Time Orders. 

( 1 )  No 2 Eng 25 wait at 
H until nine fifty nine 
F ten twenty 

for No 1 Eng 21.  

9 59 A M  
10 20 A M  

The first named train must not pass the 
designated points before the time given, 
unless the other train has arrived. The last 
named train is required to run with respect 
to the time specified at the designated point 
or any intermediate station where schedule 
time is earlier than the time specified in the 
order, as before required to run with respect 
to the schedule time of the first named train. 

(2) No 1 Eng 25 and No 3 Eng 21 wait at 
J until nine fifty nine 9 59 A M 
K ten thirty 10 30 A M 
M ten fifty five 10 55 A M 
etc. 

-, 
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The train, or trains, named must not pass 
the designated points before the times given. 
Other trains receiYing the order are re
quired to run with respect to the time speci
fied at the designated points or any inter
mediate station where schedule time is earlier 
than the time specified in the order, as be
fore required to run with respect to the 
schedule time of the train, or trains, named. 

F. 

For Sections. 

( 1 )  Eng 25 display signals and run as First 1 
A to Z. ( A  to G, or, K to Z ) .  

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

To be used when the number of the engine 
for which signals are displayed is unknown, 
and is to be followed by ( 2 ) ,  both being 
single order examples. 

Eng 20 run as Second 1 A to Z (A to G, or, 
K to Z ) . 
Engs 25-20 and 99 run as First Second and 
Third 1 A to Z. ( A to G, or, K to Z ) .  

To pass one section by another, ( 4 )  will be 
used: 
Engs 20 and 99 re,·erse positions as Second 
and Third 1 H to Z. 

Conductors and enginemen of the trains 
addressed will exchange orders and signals. 
Following sections, if any, need not be 
addressed. 
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Each section affected by these orders must have 
copies and must arrange signals accordingly. 

To annul a section for which signals have been 
displayed over a district, or any part thereof, when 
no train is to follow the signals, Form K must be 
used. 

When sections are run to an intermediate point 
of a schedule, the train orders must specify which 
engine or engines shall assume the schedule beyond 
such point. 

G. 

Extra Trains. 

( 1 )  Eng 9 9  run Extra A to F. 

(2) Eng 99 run Extra A to F and return to C. 

( 3 )  

The Extra must go to F before returning 
to C. 

Eng 77 run Extra leaving A on Thursday 
Feb 17 as follows with right over ___ _ 
_ _ __ trains 
Leave 

A eleven thirty 
C twelve twenty five 
E one forty seven 

Arrive 

11 30 P M  
12 25 A M  
1 47 A M  

F two twenty two 2 22 A M 
This order will state the train or trains, or 

classes of trains, over which the extra train 
shall have right, and such trains must clear 
the time of the extra as required by Rules 
86, S-87 and S-89. 

1 
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This order does not relieve Extra 77 West 

from compliance with Rule 93. 

( 4 )  After Extra 98 East arrives at A Eng 99  run 

Extra A to Z. 

Extra 99 West will not leave A until Extra 

98 East has arrived. 

(5) After helping Extra 99 West K to M Eng 16 

run Extra M to K. 
Extra 16 East must not leave M until 

( 1 )  

Extra 99  West has arrived. 

Except when otherwise provided, the above 

examples give the extras no authority to 

occupy the main track at the turning point 

or at the point of fulfillment of the order. 

S-H. 

Work Extras. 

Eng 292 works extra six forty five 6 45 A M  

until five forty five 5 45 P M  between B 

and E. 
The work extra must, whether standing or 

moving, protect itself against extra trains 

within the working limits in both directions 

as prescribed by the rules. The time of 

regular trains must be cleared. 

This may be modified by adding : 

(A) Not protecting against eastward extra 

trains. 
The work extra will protect only 
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against westward extra trains. The 
time of regular trains must be cleared. 

(B) Not protecting against extra trains. 
Protection against extra trains is not 

required. The time of regular trains 
must be cleared. 

(C) Extra 173 East wait at 
E until nine fifteen 9 15 A M 
Extra 209 East wait at 
E until twelve ten 12 10 P M 
and other Eastward Extras wait at 
E until five forty five 5 45 P M 
for Work Extra 292. 

The work extra will protect against the 
eastward extras named after the times speci
fied in the order. Protection is not required 
against other eastward extras. 

The work extra will protect against west
ward extra trains. The time of regular 
trains must be cleared. 

When a work extra has been instructed by 
order to not protect against extra trains, 
and, afterward, it is desired to have it clear 
the track for, or protect itself, after a certain 
time against a designated extra, an order 
may be given in the following form : 

(2) Work Extra 292 clears (or protects against) 
Extra 76 East between B and E after two ten 
2 10 P M. 

Extra 76 East must not enter the work
ing limits before 2 10 P M, and will then run 
expecting to find the work extra clear of the 
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main track, ( or protecting itself) as the 
order may require. 

To enaple a work extra to work upon the 
time of a regular train, the following form 
will be used: 

(3) Work Extra 292 protects against No 55 Eng 
225 (or ____ class trains) between B 
and E. 

The work extra may work upon the time 
of the train or trains mentioned in the order, 
and must protect itself against such train or 
trains. The regular train or trains receiving 
the order will run expecting to find the work 
extra protecting itself. 

When a work extra is to be given exclu
sive right over all trains, the following form 
will be used: 

(4) Work Extra 292 has right over all trains 
between B and E seven fifteen 7 15 P M until 
one fifteen 1 15 A M. 

This gives the work extra the exclusive 
right between the ·points designated between 
the times named. 

The working limits should be as short as practica
ble, to be changed as the progress of the work may 
require. 

Work extras must give way to all trains as 
promptly as practicable. 
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Whenever extra trains are run over working limits 
they must be given a copy of the order sent to the 
work extra. Should the working order instruct a 
work extra to not protect against extra trains in one 
or both directions, such extra trains must protect 
against the work extra; if the order indicates that 
the work extra is protecting itself against other 
trains, they will run expecting to find the work 
extra protecting itself. 

D-H. 

Work Extra. 

( 1 )  Eng 292 works extra on  eastward track (or 
both tracks) six forty five 6 45 A M  until 
five forty five 5 45 P M  between B and E. 

The work extra must, whether standing or 
moving, protect itself within the working 
limits against extra trains moving with the 
current of traffic on the track or tracks 
named. 

The time of regular trains must be cleared. 
This form may be modified by adding: 

(A) Not protecting against extra trains. 

( B) 

Protection against extra trains is not 
required. 

The time of regular trains must be 
cleared. 

Extra 188 East wait at 
E until ten twenty 10 20 A M  
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Extra 221 East wait at 
E until twelve fifty 12 50 P M 

and other Eastward Extras wait at 
E until five forty five 5 45 P M 

for Work Extra 292. 
The work extra will protect against the 

eastward extras named after the times speci
fied in the order. Protection is not required 
against other eastward extras. 

The time of regular trains must be cleared. 

To enable a work extra to work upon the 
time of a regular train, the following form 
may be used : 

(2) Work Extra 292 protects against No 26 
Eng 225 ( or ____ class trains) between 
B and E. 

The work extra may work upon the time 
of the train or trains mentioned in the order 
and must protect against such train or trains. 

The regular train or trains receiving the 
order will run expecting to find the work 
extra protecting itself. 

When it is desired to move a train against 
the current of traffic over the working lim
its, provision must be made for the protec
tion of such movement. 

When a work extra is to be given exclusive 
right over all trains, the following form will 
be used : 
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(3) Work Extra 292 has right over all trains 
on eastward and westward tracks between 
D and E seven naught one 7 01 P M until 
one naught one 1 01 A M. 

This gives the work extra the exclusive 
right to the track, or tracks, mentioned be
tween the points designated between the 
times named. 

The working limits should be as short as practica
ble; to be changed as the progress of the work may 
require. 

Work extras must give way to all trains as 
promptly as practicable. 

Whenever extra trains are run over working limits 
they must be given a copy of the order sent to the 
work extra. Should the working order instruct a 

. work extra to not protect against extra · trains, extra 
trains must protect against the work extra. 

J. 

Holding Order. 

(1) Hold No 2 Eng 21. 
(2) Hold all (or ___ ward) trains. 

When a train has been so held it must not 
proceed until the order to hold is annulled, 
or an order gi:ven to the operator in the 
form : 

____ may go. 
These orders will be addressed to the operator and 

acknowledged in the usual manner, and will be de-
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livered to conductors and enginemen of all trains 
affected. 

Form J will be used only when necessary to hold 
trains until orders can be given, or in case of emer
gency. 

K. 

Annulling a Schedule or a Section. 

( 1 )  No 1 due to leave A Sunday Feb 28 is an
nulled A to Z. 

(2) Second 5 due to leave A Sunday Feb 28 is 
annulled E to G. 

The schedule or section annulled becomes void be
tween the points designated and cannot be restored. 

Form K will not be combined with other forms of 
train orders. 

L. 

Annulling an Order. 

(1) Order No 10 is annulled. 
If an order which is to be annulled has not been 

delivered to a train, the annulling order will be ad
dressed to the operator, who will destroy all copies 
of the order annulled but his own, and write on 
that: 

Annulled by order No _ _ _ _  _ 
This form of order will also be used to annul a 

numbered clearance card. 
An order or clearance card which has been an

nulled must not be reissued under its original 
number. 
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M. 

Annulling Part of an Order. 

( 1 )  That part of Order No 10 reading No 2 

Eng 21 meet No 1 Eng 25 at K is annulled. 

(2) That part of Order No 12 reading No 3 
Eng 25 pass No 1 Eng 26 at K is annulled. 

Form M wiil be used only when that part 
of the order not annulled is clear in its 
wording. 

P. 

Superseding an Order or a 
Part of an Order. 

This order will be given by adding to prescribed 
forms the words "instead of ____ ,, 

( 1 )  No  2 Eng 21  meet No  1 Eng 25  at  C instead 
of B. 

(2) No 3 Eng 26 pass No 1 Eng 25 at D instead 
of C. 

(3) No 3 Eng 25 instead of No 4 Eng 37 take 
siding at G. 

An order which has been superseded must not be 
reissued under its original number. 

When a train is directed by train order to take 
siding for another train and the meeting or passing 
point is changed by a superseding order, it must 
specify which train will take siding. 
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Q. 

Notice of Issuance of 
New Time Table. 

( 1 )  Time Table No 5 is effective at twelve 
naught one 12 01 A M Sunday Feb. 28. 

Form Q will not be combined with other forms of 
train orders. 

( 1 )  

D-R. 

Providing for a Movement Against 
The Current of Traffic. 

No 1 Eng 25 will use ____ track and has 
right over opposing trains from east cross
over C to interlocked crossover F. 

The designated train must use the track 
specified between the points named and has 
right over opposing trains on that track be
tween those points. Opposing trains must 
not leave the point last named until the des
ignated train arrives. 

Trains between the points named moving 
with the current of traffic in the same direc
tion as the designated train must, when 
practicable, receive a copy of the order, and 
may then proceed on their schedule or right. 

This form may be modified as follows: 
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(2) After No 4 Eng 22 arrives at C No 1 Eng 25 
will use _____ track and has right over 
opposing trains from crossover C to east 
crossover F. 

The train to be moved against the current 
of traffic must not leave the first named 
point until the arrival of the first named 
train. 

T. 

Check of Trains. 

( 1 )  At four naught one 4 01 P M  all 
class trains have arrived and left ----· 

This form may be modified by adding : 
(2) Except ----------· 
(3) _____ has arrived (or passed or left) 

Form T may be issued to avoid checking train 
register, or to furnish check of overdue trains at 
other points. 

If the station named is a register station for the 
train addressed, unless otherwise provided, it will 
not be necessary to register or check the register as 
required by Rule 83 (A) ,  for the trains specified by 
the order. 

The conductor will furnish Form 903 when there 
is an operator on duty and the operator will enter 
the information shown thereon in the train register. 

� 
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( 1 )  

u. 

Stop and Speed Limit Orders. 

Eight naught one 8 01 A M  to five naught 
one 5 01 P M between 15 poles West of M P 
10 and M P 11 between D and E track is 
impassable stop and do not enter these limits 
until notified that track is passable. 

To be used where safety of the movement requires 
that trains stop, and are not to pass temporary stop 
signal until· notified by foreman or supervisor in 
charge that track is passable. The foreman or super
visor in charge must specify the speed permitted 
through the limits specified. 

(2 )  Eight naught one 8 01 A M  to  five naught 
one 5 01 P M  approach (gangs or machines) 
between 15 poles West of M P 10 and M P 1 1  
between D and E prepared to stop short of 
men or machines fouling track until proper 
proceed signal received or notified verbally 
by ( title and name of em,ploye in charge ) 
that track is clear of men and machines 
Speed limit passing men or machines--
M P H. 

Trains and engines, within the limits of this order, 
must approach gangs or machines prepared to stop, 
and stop short of men or machines occupying or foul
ing track. If proper proceed signal, given with yellow 
flag or yellow light, is received ; or, if notified 
verbally by employe named in the order that track is 
clear of men and machines, train or engine is released 
from requirement of moving prepared to stop short 
of men or machines, and may then proceed, complying 
with speed restrictions, if any, in the train order. 

(Amended 7-6-64) 
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(3) Speed limit ___ M P H  between M P  12 
and 5 poles West of M P 13 between D and E. 

To be used where track condition requires 
speed to be reduced below normal. 

(4) Speed limit ___ M P H over bridge 10 
poles West of M P 10 between D and E. 

To be used where bridge condition re
quires speed to be reduced below normal. 

(5) Heavy rains between F and J take · every 
precaution for safety. 

To be used when reports indicate track or 
structures may be endangered. 

v. 

Protect Orders. 

( 1) Westward extras following Extra 292 West 
between C and K wait at 
C until two ten 2 10 P M  
D three fifty 3 50 P M. 

When this form is used, Extra 292 West 
will not be required to protect against west
ward extras between the stations named until 
the time specified. 

(2) Westward extras between C and K wait at 
C until seven thirty 7 30 P M  
D nine fifteen 9 15 A M. 

A regular train receiving this order will 
not be required to protect against westward 
extras between the stations named, until the 
time specified. 

-., 
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Form V will not be combined with other forms of 
train orders and must not be issued to a train when 
there are preceding extras between the designated 
points. 

It must not be issued to protect passenger trains, 
nor to include any part of the limits of a work extra. 

When Form V is used to protect a train moving 
on one of two or more tracks, the order must state 
the track, or tracki;, upon which the order is ef
fective. 

This form of order does not authorize train move
ments in the opposite direction. 

w. 

Providing for Establishing 
Absolute Block. 

( 1 )  Absolute block is established in advance of 
your train between D and Z by the use of 
block signals Rules 320 and 321 are sus
pended. 

Example ( 1) will . be used to establish ab
solute block within ATS limits. The train 
receiving this order must not pass a block 
signal in "stop" position, except to leave the 
main track. 

This example will be addressed to the 
train in advance of which absolute block is 
being established. 
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(2) Absolute block is established in advance of 
(state train) between D and Z by the 

use of interlocking signals Rule 321 is sus
pended. 

Example (2) will be used to establish ab
solute block within ATC limits. A trairi re
ceiving this order must not pass an inter
locking signal indicating "stop". 

This example will be addressed to the train 
in advance of which absolute block is being 
established, and to operators in charge of 
control stations at, and between, the points 
specified. 

When absolute block has been established 
in advance of a train, proceed indication 
must not be displayed on a controlled signal 
for such train until it is known that track 
ahead is clear of trains and engines to the 
next governing controlled signal. 

Form W will not be combined with other forms of 
train orders. 

-., 
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Manual Block System Rules. 

225. Operators are responsible for the operation 
of the manual block system a"nd will maintain proper 
record on Form 862. 

226. Home interlocking and train order signals 
may be used as manual block signals, and rules ap
plying to manual block signals will apply when so 
used. 

227. On single track at an open block office, a 
block signal must at all times indicate "stop" in one 
direction. 

228. When report of a train having passed a 
block station is received, the operator receiving re
port must check block record, Form 862, before re
questing authority from the next block station in 
advance for the approaching train to enter the block. 

229. In blocking trains, the following code will 
be used: "Block for No. 1" or "Block for No. 2", 
which means block all opposing trains for No. 1 or 
No. 2. The operator receiving this order will enter 
on his block record the number of the train named 
and then respond, "I have blocked for No. _ __ ,, 

(giving number of train which he has just entered 
on block record) , give his personal and office call 
and block and hold all opposing trains, until train 
for which block was given has arrived and cleared 
block. 

230. When a train enters a block, the operator 
must report it to the operator at the block station 
in advance, and when the rear of the train has 
passed his manual block signal, or the conductor of 
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the train has reported his train clear of the block, 
he will report it to the operator in the rear. 

231 .  On two or  more tracks, operator must speci
fy the track to be used, in requesting block or in re
porting train. 

232. A passenger train must not accept a per
missive block signal indication. 

233. A passenger train will not be admitted to 
the block when occupied by another train, except 
when preceded by a flagman. 

234. No train will be admitted to a block when 
occupied by an opposing train or by a passenger 
train, except when preceded by a flagman. 

235. A train, other than a passenger train, may 
be permitted to follow a train, other than a passen
ger train, into a block but only when authorized by 
train order or permissive signal and when such 
movement is authorized the following train must 
proceed through the block at restricted speed. 

236. To authorize display of permissive signal, 
train dispatcher will issue train order to the opera
tor, reading : "Display permissive signal for (state 
train) ". 

237. At a station where signal cannot be cleared 
because of existing train orders, or at a station 
where there is no signal, clearance card will indi
cate block clear, except at such station, if block is 
occupied by other than a passenger train, a train 
order in the following form will be issued to the 
operator and to the following train, other than pas
senger train : " ( state train) may follow (state 
train) in block". 
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238. When a train is entering a block and the 
rear car displaying markers has passed the manual 
block signal, the operator must place the signal in 
stop position. 

239. When a train clears the main track at a 
block office but the markers do not pass the manual 
block signal, the conductor must immediately advise 
the operator when his train is clear of the block. 

240. If necessary to stop an approaching train 
for which a proceed or permissive signal has been 
displayed, the operator, in addition to displaying 
fixed signal in "stop" position, must flag the train. 

241 
MANUAL BLOCK SIGNALS 

i r  
INDICATION, 

NAME, 

PROCEED; BLOCK CLEAR. 

CLEAR BLOCK SIGNAL. 

? 1  
INDICATION, 

NAME, 

PROCEED AT RESTRICTED SPEED 
BLOCK OCCUPIED. 
PERMISSIVE BLOCK SIGNAL. 

T T 
INDICATION, 

NAME, 

STOP; BLOCK OCCUPIED. 

STOP BLOCK SIGNAL. 

--, 
89 
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Rules Governing the Movement of Trains in 
the Same Direction by Block Signals. 

251. On portions of the railroad so specified in 
time table, trains will be run with the current of 
traffic by block signals, whose indications will 
supersede the superiority of trains. 

The movement of trains will be supervised by the 
train dispatcher, who will issue instructions as may 
be required. 

The train dispatcher must be advised in advance 
of any known condition that will delay the train or 
prevent it from making usual speed. 

Except as affected by this rule, all Block Signal 
Rules and Operating Rules remain in force. 

Rules Governing Opposing and Following 
Movement of Trains by Block Signals. 

261. On portions of the railroad, and on desig
nated tracks so specified in the time table, trains 
will be governed by block signals, whose indications 
will supersede the superiority of trains for both 
opposing and following movements on the same 
track. 

The movement of trains will be supervised by the 
train dispatcher, who will issue instructions as may 
be required. 

The train dispatcher must be advised in advance 
of any known condition that will delay the train or 
will prevent it from making usual speed. 

Except as affected by this rule, all Block Signal 
Rules and Operating Rules remain in force. 
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FIXED SIGNALS. 
SYSTEM ONE. 

Rules 271 to 280 inclusive, show fixed signals, their 
indications and names, and are effective only at the 
points, or on the territory specified in the time table. 
When flashing color lights are used, they will be 
indicated thus: 

_;;OE 

-, 
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SIGNAL SYSTEM ONE ASPECTS AND 

RULE ASPECT NAME 

INOICATION SIGNAL SYSTEM ONE 

271 

r ! STOP INOICATION RULE 

STOP. 271 

� 

NUMBER 

'
NUMBER 

272 � 
PLATE -5PLATE STOP AND PROCEED 

STOP; THEN PROCEED AS PRESCRIBED BY RULE 320. 272 

273 f ? APPROACH-RESTRICTING PROCEED PREPARED TO ENTER TURNOUT OR TO STOP 
SHORT OF TRAIN OR OBSTRUCTION. 273 

PROCEED PREPARING TO STOP AT NEXT SIGNAL; IF 

,

NUMBER 

� 

NUMBER 

274 PLATE 
� PLATE 

APPROACH 

EXCEEDING MEDIUM SPEED, IMMEDIATELY REDUCE 
TO MEDIUM SPEED. 274 

PROCEED; APPROACH NEXT SIGNAL NOT EXCEEDING 

tM;�r-
-

27S APPROAOi -MEDIUM 

MEDIUM SPEED. 275 

PROCEED. 276 

276 r ! CLEAR 
MEDIUM SPEED.-A SPEED NOT EXCEEDING 

40 MILES PER HOUR. 
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SIGNAL SYSTEMS ONE AND TWO 
NAME: BLOCK INDICATOR 

DARK 
INDICATION, ' r5 )1 

BLOCK OCCUPIED 

2n 

r
lGHTED 

2 INDICATION, ' ' 
BLOCK CLEAR 

Fl 
278 INDICATION, A�PROACH BLOCK APPROACH BLOCK 

OCCUPIED CLEAR 

NAME, TRAIN SIGN 

t 
WITH 

J 
OR 

WITHOUT 
279 NUMBER 

PLATE 

INDICATION, WHEN LETTER "S" IS ILLUMINATED, TAKE SIDING. 

NAME· SIDING SIC.N 

t NUMBER J 280 PLATE 

INDICATION, PROCEED AT RESTRICTED SPEED 

NA.IE, GRADE SIGNAL fil L 
... 
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FIXED SIGNALS. 

SYSTEM TWO. 

Rules 277 to 292 inclusive, show fixed signals, their 

indications and names, and are effective only at the 

points, or on the territory specified in the time table. 

When flashing color lights are used, they will be 

indicated thus : 

;::o
r ;;; 
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SIGNAL SYSYEM TWO ASPECTS 

RULE 

281 

281 (A) 

282 

283 

285 

286 

291 

m 

r 

ASPECT 

! 

/ '--
FLASHING

�

!

<:::.._ 

f? ➔r .L .8G1� 
: 

f ? 
FLASHING � q7 <E 
� FL ASHING .., 

�r� � 7TE 

� 
NUMBER 

PLATE 

t
,>

NUMBER 
PLATE 

r ! 

AND 

NAME 

CLEAR 

APP POACH-LIMITED 

APPROACH-MEDIUM 

DIVERGING-CLEAR 

APPROACH 

DIVERGING-APPROACH 

RESTRICTING 

STOP AND PROCEED 

STOP 

RESTRICTED SPEED.-A S PEED THAT WILL PERMIT STOPPING SHORT OF 
ANOTHER TRAIN, OBSTRUCTION, OR SWITCH NOT PROPERLY LINED, BUT 
NOT EXCEEDING 20 MILES PER HOUR. 

1 
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INDICATIONS SIGNAL SYSTEM TWO 

INDICATION RULE 

PROCEED. 281 

PROCEED; APPROACH NEXT SIGNAL NOT EXCEEDING LIMITED 
SPEED, AND BE PREPARED TO ENTER DIVERGING ROUTE AT 
PRESCRIBED SPEED. 281(A) 

PROCEED; APPROACH NEXT SIGNAL NOT EXCEEDING MEDIUM 
SPEED, AND BE PREPARED TO ENTER DIVERGING ROUTE AT 
PRESCRIBED SPEED. 282 

PROCEED THROUGH DIVERGING ROUTE; PRESCRIBED SPEED 
THROUGH TURNOUT. 283 

PROCEED PREPARING TO STOP AT NEXT SIGNAL; IF EX-
CEEDING MEDIUM SPEED IMMEDIATELY REDUCE TO MEDIUM 
SPEED. 285 

PROCEED THROUGH DIVERGING ROUTE; PRESCRIBED SPEED 
THROUGH TURNOUT; APPROACH NEXT SIGNAL PREPARING 
TO STOP, IF EXCEEDING MEDIUM SPEED IMMEDIATELY RE- 286 
DUCE TO MEDIUM SPEED. 

PROCEED AT RESTRICTED SPEED. 290 

STOP; THEN PROCEED AS PRESCRIBED BY RULE 320, 291 

STOP. m 

LIMITED SPEED . •  A SPEED NOT EXCEEDING 60 MILES PER HOUR. 

MEDIUM SPEED . •  A SPEED NOT EXCEEDING 40 MILES PER HOUR . 
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GENERAL SIGNAL RULES. 

300. Interlocking and block signals, unless other
wise provided, do not affect the superiority of trains 
under the time table or train rules and do not 
dispense with the use or the observance of other 
signals, whenever or wherever they may be re
quired; except, that interlocking signals govern the 
entrance to routes and as to movements within inter
locking limits, their indications supersede the su
periority of trains. 

301. Signals are generally located immediately 
to the right of the track they govern when viewed 
in the direction of traffic, or on bridges immediately 
over the track they govern. 

302. Controlled signals must display their most 
restrictive indication, except when changed to allow 
a movement. A route shall be lined up only suffi
ciently in advance of movements to avoid delay. 
After a controlled signal has been cleared for an 
approaching movement, it must not be changed be
fore the approaching train has passed it, except to 
avoid accident, or unless the train shall have first 
come to a stop before reaching the signal. 

When a control station is closed, signals must be 
left as directed by special instructions. 

303. Trains may run to, but not beyond, a signal 
indicating "stop", except as otherwise provided. If a 
train overruns a signal indicating "stop", the fact 
must be reported to the trainmaster. 

D-304. Except where Rule 261 is in effect, trains 
moving against the current of traffic must approach 
interlocking and facing point spring switches pre-
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pared to stop, unless track is clear, switches are 
properly lined and signals indicate "proceed". 

305. If a signal indication permitting a train to 
proceed is changed to a "stop" indication before it is 
reached, stop must be made at once. Such occur
rence must be reported to the trainmaster. 

306. Trains or engines stopped by control station 
in making a movement through interlocking limits, 
must not move in either direction until they have 
received the proper signal or verbal instructions 
from control station. 

307. No engine, train or portion of a train, must 
be allowed to stand within the interlocking limits 
while opposing routes are cleared or being cleared 
for trains. 

308. If necessary to change any route for which 
the signals have been cleared for an approaching 
train, switch must not be changed or signals cleared 
for any conflicting route until the train for which 
the signals were first cleared has been stopped. 

309. An interlocked switch or derail, or locking 
device, must not be moved when any portion of a 
train or engine is standing on, or closely approach
ing it. 

310. Within interlocking limits, if there is a de
railment, or if a switch or derail is run through, or 
if any damage occurs to the track or interlocking, 
the signals must be restored to display their most 
restrictive indication, and no movement permitted 
until all parts of the interlocking and track liable 
to consequent damage, have been examined and are 
known to be in safe condition. 
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311. When necessary to disconnect an interlocked 
switch or derail, the switch or derail must be secure
ly spiked or fastened and the fact reported by wire 
to the trainmaster. 
Y312. Where the indication given by two or more 
units on a signal does not conform to the aspects 
and indications shown in signal systems One or Two, 
the indication of each unit will be shown by special 
rule in time table. 

313. Hand signals must not be given which con
flict with interlocking signals except as otherwise 
provided. 

314. When proceed indication on a controlled 
signal cannot be promptly accepted, control station 
must be immediately notified. 

-f-315. Trainmen and enginemen will, when prac
ticable, observe whether signals passed by their 
train assume proper indication. 

When a train passes a signal which fails to assume 
its most restrictive indication, it will proceed: 

(A) On single track, or on any track where Ruie 
261 is in effect, with front end protected by flagman 
to the end of that block, and rear end protected until 
entire train has passed out of block. 

(B) On two or more tracks, except where Rule 
261 is in effect, at restricted speed to the end of that 
block with rear end protected by flagman until 
entire train has passed out of block. 

316. Conductors and enginemen must report to 
the trainmaster by first available means of com
munication any signal not working properly. 

317. Trains, engines or cars standing on other 

-
) 
I 
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than main tracks must be left clear of the track 
circuit. 

318. Block indicators located at switches, and 
train signs, must be observed. When they indicate 
block occupied, due precaution will be taken before 
fouling circuit or changing switches for movement 
to main track. 

Indications displayed by block indicators or train 
signs do not relieve train, yard and engine men from 
protecting movements as required by the rules. 

,3W At a "stop and proceed" signal, a train will 
be governed as follows: 

(A) On single track, except where Rule 261 is in 
effect, where block can be seen to be clear of oppos
ing moverr:ent; stop, then proceed at once at re
stricted speed. 

Where biock cannot be -seen to be clear of opposing 
movement; stop, wait five minutes, then proceed at 
restricted speed. When view of track ahead is not 
clear for at least 800 feet at any location within the 
block, movement must be stopped and · then pro
tected by being preceded by a flagman. 

Engines so equipped must display red gyrating 
headligh� 

(B) On or two more tracks, or on any track 
where Rule 261 is in effect; stop, then proceed at 
once at restricted speed. 

(C) Where the letter "G" appears on the mast 
of a "stop and proceed" signal, train may, without 
stopping, pass such signal at restricted speed, and 
proceed at restricted speed to next goYerning signal. 

1 
I 
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(D) Where facing point switch is located imme
diately beyond a "stop and proceed" signal and 
switch is lined for turnout, train may, without stop
ping, pass such signal at restricted speed to ente,r 
turnout, provided main track is clear to fouling 
point. 

321.j/ When a train is stopped by a "stop" signal, 
it will be governed as follows: 

(A) At a control station, when signal cannot be 
cleared, employe in charge may give permission to 
pass such signal verbally, or by proceed signal with 
yellow flag or yellow light. In either case a member 
of crew must immediately precede the move, exam
ine each switch and derail affecting the move and 
flag o,·er railroad crossings within the interlocking 
limits. 

(B) Where control station is not in the imme
diate vicinity of the signal, member of crew must 
communicate with control station. If authorized to 
proceed member of crew must examine all switches 
and derails before moving over them, and flag over 
railroad crossings within the interlocking limits. 

(C) At a controlled signal governing movement I 
into a block where �ule 261 is in effect; if unable to j communicate with control .station by any means of 1 communication, train must not proceed until move- ( 
ment is authorized by control station. l At a controlled signal governing movement into a 1 
block where Rule 261 is not in effect; if unable to 1 
communicate with control station by any means of 

J communication, place dual control switches and de- 1 
rails in "hand" operation, spike other interlocked 1 
switches and derails, and furnish full protection J against conflicting movements over any railroad 1 
crossings within that block. If no such dual control I 
switches or derails involved, foul the track circuit of J the block in advance, but do not foul conflicting 1 
routes or tracks. After these requirements have been I 

---------- - - ------------------------- ______ I 

.lUi) 
observed, train must wait five minutes then proceed 
and after passing next opposing signal, any dual 
control switches and derails must be restored and 
locked to "motor" operation, spikes removed from 
other interlocked switches and derails, leaving all in 
position found, and report to control station at first 
available point of communication. 

If necessary to roll switches by hand, be governed 
by instructions posted in phone box. 

Amended July 1, 1960 

(D) At automatic interlockings, a member of 
crew must go to control box and follow instructions 
outlined therein. 

(E) Within ABS limits where signal, other than 
a controlled signal, governing movement from siding 
or other track to main track indicates "stop", and 
train has other authority to enter main track, after 
providing proper protection the main track switch 
will be opened and, after expiration of five minutes, 
train may proceed complying with Rules 99 and 
32l(F). 

When movement is through a spring switch, the 
same procedure will govern except that after lead 
wheels have fouled circuit, spring switch must be 
returned to normal. 

(F) When authority is received from control sta
tion to pass a "stop" signal, and movement beyond 
signal is within ABS limits, or on a track where 
Rule 261 is in effect, movement must be made at 
restricted speed to next governing signal. 

When movement is made beyond a "stop_" signal 
in accordance with the provisions of Rules 32l(C), 
32l(D) or 32l(E), within ABS limits or on a track 
where Rule 261 is in effect, train must move at re
stricted speed to next governing signal; and on 
single track or on a track where Rule 261 is in 
effect, when view of track ahead is not clear for at 
least 800 feet at any location within the block, move-

I 
I , ' 
L • 

I 
I 

I 
I 

I I 
I 
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ment must be stopped and then protected by being 
prec2ded by a flagman. 

Note:-In complying with Rules 32l(A) and (B), after per
mission is given to pass a signal in stop position, 
the interlocking limits will, when practicable, be 
fouled before a member of crew precedes movement. 

Rule 321(F) is not applicable in ATC territory. 

322. When "Siding" sign is displayed on a "stop" 
or "stop and proceed" signal, train may, without 
stopping proceed at restricted speed to enter siding. 

323. Before operating a dual control switch by 
hand, permission, including time and working limits, 
must be obtained from control station before chang
ing selector lever from "motor" to "hand" position. 
With the selector lever in "hand" position, signals 
governing movements over the switch will display 
"stop" indication which will be superseded by hand 
signals. Engineman must be notified as to time and 
working limits and when selector lever is in "hand" 
position, also when restored to "motor" position, so 
he may know when to be governed by signal indica
tion. 

Dual control switches must be restored to "motor" 
operation and train or engine be clear before expira
tion of time authorized for "hand" operation and 
control station notified. If selector lever is restored 
to "motor" position before expiration of time limit, 
it must not again be changed to "hand" position 
without permission from control station. 

When selector lever on dual control switch is 
moved from "motor" to "hand" position, the hand 
throw lever must be operated sufficiently to deter
mine that the lever is rigidly engaged with the 
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switch points before hand signal is given for move
ment over the switch points. 

324. Before operating a dual control switch by 
hand, or an electrically locked switch, when there is 
no employe on duty at control station, be governed 
by instructions at the switch, or by bulletin. 

325. Instructions or information received from 
control station must be repeated to control station, 
stating name and occupation of the employe and 
train or engine identification. 

White light on side of phone booth is indication to 
crews standing nearby that control station wishes to 
communicate with them by telephone. 

326. A train which has entered a block and is de
layed within that block must make movement beyond 
point of delay at restricted speed, until next govern
ing signal can be seen to indicate other than "stop" 
and intervening track is seen to be clear. 

Note:-This rule not applicable within ATC territory. 

327. At control stations where the same employe 
operates the interlocking and train order signals, the 
train order signal must not be cleared for a train 
until the interlocking signal has been changed to 
permit the train to proceed. 

328. The home signal of an interlocking may be 
used as a train order signal. A red flag by day or 
a red light by night, so placed at the control station 
that it can be seen from the approaching train, will 
indicate to enginemen and trainmen that there are 
train orders. 

The engineman will acknowledge the display of 
such signals by two short blasts of the whistle. 
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The control station will then clear the home signal 
and train may proceed to the control station, but not 
beyond, until released by clearance card Form 902. 

329. During storms or while snow or sand is 
drifting, special care must be used in operating in
terlocked switches. If the force whose duty it is to 
keep the switches clear is not on hand when re
quired, they must be promptly called and the fact 
reported by wire to the trainmaster. 

330. Sand must not be used within interlocking 
limits. Violations must be reported to the train
master. 

RULES APPLICABLE ONLY WITHIN 
ABS LIMITS. 

400. A train or engine having authority to enter 
a main track at a switch where there is no govern
ing signal will: 

(A) Be governed by main track signal indica
tions. 

If signal governing opposing movement indicates 
train approaching from rear, the main track must 
not be fouled until train approaching from rear has 
passed, has been stopped, or full protection for the 
movement has been provided. This is not applicable 
where an opposing train has been met and is occupy
ing bloc_k to rear. 

(B) Where main track signal indications cannot 
be observed, unless otherwise provided, after pro
viding proper protection, main track switch will be 
opened and, after expiration of five minutes, train 
or engine may proceed at restricted speed to next 
governing signal complying with Rule 99. 
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RULES APPLICABLE ONLY WITHIN 
TCS LIMITS. 

500. Within Traffic Control System limits, trains 
will run as prescribed by Rule 261. 

501. Trains entering TCS limits will continue the 
display of classification signals previously author
ized. 

502. Trains originating at other than district ter
minals may proceed without clearance card Form 
902, after obtaining permission from control station, 
and will display signals as prescribed by Rule 21. 

503. When engines are to be attached or de
tached, and part of the movement is to be made 
beyond signal in "stop" position, account train occu
pying block, movement must be made in accordance 
with the provisions of Rule 321 (B) or 321 ( C). 

504. When a train or engine is to do work, or 
occupy track or tracks within specified limits, where 
Rule 261 is in effect, permission must be obtained 
from control station, specifying time and limits, and 
tracks to be used. When the train or engine has 
entered these limits control station must lock all 
signals governing movements into such limits at 
"stop", and locks must not be removed until the 
train or engine has cleared the specified tracks 
within the limits. Tracks specified may be used in 
either direction within the specified limits without 
flag protection. 

Train or engine must be clear of tracks specified 
within the limits by the time stated and will report 
to control station when clear. When additional time 
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is required, it must be authorized by control station 
before expiration of previous time limit. 

f' Where the control station is not operated by the 
/ train dispatcher, such permission, working limits, 

time, and specified tracks, must first be obtained by 
the control station from the train dispatcher. 

505. Except as provided in Rule 504, trains or 
engines must not make a reverse movement without 
authority of control station, unless under flag pro
tection. 

506. Under circumstances where authority of 
control station has been obtained to make either a 
forward or a reverse movement but governing signal 
cannot be observed, movement must be made at 
restricted speed until next governing signal can be 
seen to indicate other than "stop" and intervening 
track is seen to be clear. 

507. Trains or engines must not foul nor enter 
tracks through hand thrown switches where Rule 
261 is in effect, until authority to do so has been 
obtained from control station and switches have been 
properly lined. 

Where electrically locked switches are used, they 
may be released by control station or automatically. 

508. When switches or signals are undergoing 
repairs, control station must apply locks to levers 
affected and must not remove them until advised by 
maintainer that repairs are completed. 
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RULES APPLICABLE ONLY WITHIN 
ATC LIMITS. 

600. Engines, except second engine doublehead
ing, not equipped with automatic train control, or 
with same inoperative, must not operate within ATC 
limits except as authorized by train order. 

601. Cab ,signals indicate the maximum author
ized speeds as shown in the time table, but when an 
"L" indication is displayed, train must also proceed 
prepared to stop short of train, obstruction or switch 
not properly lined. 

602. When light is absent from cab signal, it 
must be respected as an "L" indication, except as 
provided in Rule 604. 

603. When an "L" cab signal indication changes 
to a higher indication within the block with no 
apparent reason, the "L" indication must be ob
served through the entire block. 

604. Should ATC equipment on an engine fail 
within ATC limits behveen offices of communica
tion, proceed at restricted speed; except, if cab sig
nal is operative proceed in accordance with signal 
indication but not to exceed medium speed, to first 
office of communication and report to train dis
patcher. Should the failure make it impossible to 
release brakes, engineman will confer with con
ductor and if considered necessary, seal may be 
broken and pneumatic feature cut out. Seal will be 
delivered to operator. 

At office of communication, train order authority 
must be obtained for further movement. Where 
absolute block is established in advance of train on 
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which the ATC device or cab signal is inoperative 
train may proceed not exceeding 79 miles per hour 
for passenger train, and 60 miles per hour for 
freight train. When proceeding with cab signal in
operative approach interlocking signals and facing 
point hand throw switches at restricted speed until 
it can be seen that governing signal indicates pro
ceed and hand throw switches are properly lined. 

605. When entering a main track, or crossing 
over to another main track, if cab signal indicates 
"L" when "H" should be displayed, or it is apparent 
that circuits are not properly lined for movement of 
train or engine, member of crew must confer with 
control station and be governed by instructions. 

606. Engine in backward movement must proc2ed 
at restricted speed. 

607. Proceed indication must not be displayed by 
a controlled signal for movement against current of 
traffic unless authorized by train dispatcher. 

608. A train must not proceed on another track 
from a crossover which is not interlocked, except 
when authorized by train order or by numbered 
clearance card endorsed "Use _ _ track". 

RULES APPLICABLE ONLY WITHIN 
ATS LIMITS. 

650. Rules for the operation of A TS do not su
persede or dispense _with the observance of other 
Rules and Regulations. 

651. Except as otherwise provided, an engine in 
passenger service in ATS territory, as shown in time 
table, must be equipped with operative ATS device. 
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The engineman must see that ATS cut-out cock is 
cut in sealed and check cab card, Form 1167 Stand
ard to assure himself the de,·ice has been tested 
and is operative. Engineman handling the engine 
where ATS is not in operation must make same ob
servation and promptly report by wire if cut-out 
cock is not sealed or cab card fails to indicate 
proper test has been made. 

When an engine not equipped with ATS device is 
used in passenger service in ATS territory, absolute 
block must be established in advance of the train, 
or manual block must be established for the train, 
within ATS limits; train may then proceed in ac
cordance with signal indication but not to exceed 79 
miles per hour. 

652. When an engine passes over an inductor in 
approach to other than a "clear" signal, an auto
matic brake application will occur unless prior ac
knowledgment has been made within 15 seconds. 
When such application has occutTed the brake valve 
must be lapped immediately, and after GO seconds an 
acknowledgment made. llrakes may then be re
leased. If proper acknowledgment has been made 
approaching other than a "clear" signal, a bell will 
sound when the receiver of the engine passes over 
the inductor. 

653. Engineman may also acknowledge before 
passing over an inductor to avoid an automatic 
application of the brakes when running backward at 
signals governing movements in the opposite di
rection. 

654. Within or without ATS territory, an auto
matic brake application may occur when the ATS 
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equipment becomes damaged or  defective. If  brakes 
cannot be released as prescribed by Rule 652, A TS 
equipment must be cut out and promptly reported. 

655. Seal on cut-out cock must not be broken or 
ATS cut out, unless device fails to operate properly. 
ATS failures, interruptions or removal of seals must 
be reported by wire from first available point of 
communication. 

656. When the ATS device on an engine fails or 
is cut out enroute, within ATS territory train may 
proceed according to signal indication, but not to 
exceed medium speed, to next office of communica
tion where it will report to the train dispatcher. 

If train order authority is received for further 
movement, train may proceed according to signal 
indication but not to exceed medium speed ; except, 
if absolute block is established in advance of the 
train, or manual block is established for the train, it 
may proceed in accordance with signal indication but 
not to exceed 79 miles per hour. 

ADDITIONAL GENERAL RULES. 
750. As a condition precedent to entering the 

service, all persons, except laborers, applying for 
employment, must sign application on proper form, 
properly filled out, and pass examinations of pre
scribed form when required. 

750 (A).  The general managers will issue rules 
governing physical examinations. 

750 (B).  All applicants for employment or em
ployes to be re-examined must furnish the examiner 
with an order for examination or re-examination, 

I 
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properly filled out, signed by the applicant or em
ploye and by the proper officer. 

750(C). Physical examinations must be made by 
physicians designated by the general managers. 

750(D). Re-examination may be ordered at any 
time by proper authority. 

750(E).  An employe promoted must pass the e�
mination required for the new position ;  also submit 

:pplication on proper form, if not on file. 

750(F).  Employes who have been of� duty by 
reason of accident or disease, or whose sight, color 
sense, hearing or health may have become affected, 
must pass a satisfactory examination before resum-
ing �. 

'75.Q..{W,J/ Employes whose v1s10n re�uires t�e use 
of glasses must wear them at all tii:n�s �h1le on 
duty. Those employes whose distant v1s1on 1s 20/70 
or less in either eye, with or without glasses . an_d 
whose duties necessitate the reading of signal �nd1-
cations must have two pairs of properly fitted 
glasses with them while on duty. Where gla�ses are 
required for both distant vision and for-_ readmg, �wo 
pairs of distant spectacles and one pair of readmg 
glasses or two pairs of bifocal spectacles must . be 
carried. Where glasses are necessary for readmg 
only, one pair will be satisfactory. Employes must 
be examined with each pair of glasses. 

751. V Employes must obey instructions fro1:1 the 
proper authority in matters pertaining to their re
spective branches of the s�rvice . . They must not 
withhold information, or fail to give all the facts, 
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regarding irregularities, accidents, personal injuries 
or rule violations. 

752. Employes must report for duty as required 
and those subject to call for duty will be at their 
usual calling place, or leave information as to where 
they may be located. They must not absent them
selves from duty, exchange duties or substitute other 
persons in their places without proper authority. 

752(A). Employes must not be careless of the 
safety of themselves or others, indifferent to duty, 
insubordinate, dishonest, immoral, quarrelsome or 
vicious. They must conduct themselves in a manner 
that will not bring discredit on their fellow employes 
or subject the railroad to criticism and loss of good 
will. 

752 (B). Courteous deportment is required of all 
employes in their dealings with the public, their 
subordinates and each other. 

Employes must not enter into altercations, play 
practical jokes, scuffle or wrestle on Company prop
erty. Employes must devote themselves exclusively 
to their duties while on duty. 

753. Employes whose duties are connected with 
the movement of trains or engines must not, while 
on duty, read magazines, newspapers or other litera
ture not concerned with their duties. 

754. In the absence of special contract, the em
ployment of any employe may be terminated at any 
time without advance notice, the Company being 
liable for only such time as the employe may have 
served, without regard to the end of the year, month 
or week. 
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755. Employes must not give power of attorney 
or assignment covering their wages, nor accept an 
assignment or power of attorney from other em
ployes for the collection of their wages. 

They must not authorize deductions from their 
wages without approval of the Company; refuse to 
pay their just debts, or subject their wages to gar
nishment. 

756. The Company's telegraph and telephone lines 
must not be used unnecessarily. Messages referring 
to the personal affairs of employes are not to be 
offered or transmitted on railroad wires. Letters of 
a personal nature must not be sent by railroad mail; 
to do so is a violation of the U. S. Postal Laws. 

757. The affairs of the Company must not be 
divulged, nor access to the Company's records per
mitted, without proper authority. 

759. Employes must not engage in outside em
ployment or business without permission of the 
proper officer. 

760. Employes must keep the premises subject to 
their control neat and clean. 

The Company's buildings, premises, facilities and 
equipment must not be marred or defaced, and there 
shall be posted thereon, or therein, only such in
formation as is authorized by the proper officers. 
Where bulletin boards are maintained, all such au
thorized information shall be posted thereon and not 
on the walls or other portions of buildings. 
V Additions or alterations to Company buildings or 
equipment must not be made without proper au
thority. 
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761. There are overhead and side obstructions, 
also high voltage wires on or near the right of way 
which may bP dangerous. 

Employes must inform themselves as to location 
of such obstructions and wires, and use due care to 
avoid injury therefrom. 

A list of obstructions that are considered espe
cially dangerous will be shown in time table. 

762. No officer or employe of this Company is 
authorized to request or require an employe to use 
defective tracks, cars, machinery, tools or appliances 
of any kind. 

The Company does not require its employes to 
incur risks, and directs them to exercise proper care 
and judgment to protect themselves. 

763. When an employe discovers anything wrong 
with track, bridges, tunnels or culverts, which might 
cause an accident to a train, he must not rely wholly 
upon the telegraph or telephone to notify trains, but 
must use such means as may be at his command to 
protect them and notify proper authority by first 
available means of communication. 

764. Employes must stay a safe distance from 
the track while trains or engines are passing, to 
avoid injury from protruding objects or articles 
thrown or falling from engines or cars. Where there 
are two or more main tracks, they must stay clear 
of all main tracks. 

Throwing of tools or articles from engines or cars 
is prohibited, except as required by the rules. 

Train and engine men must observe operators, sec-
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tion and bridge men, trainmen and others when pass
ing and look out for signals. 

765. Employes whose duties require them to con
form with instructions issued by various depart
ments, must familiarize themselves therewith and be 
governed thereby. 

They must render promptly all reports required 
by the se-,reral departments, observing instructions 
shown on forms. 

766. It is expected that trains and engines will be 
operated with regularity and as nearly on time as 
practicable, consistent with safety and observance of 
the rules. Negligence and unnecessary delays must 
be avoided. 

768. Employes whose legal hours of service are 
restricted by law must take action through the 
proper officer to avoid excess periods of service. 

769. Employes must exercise care and economy 
in the use of railroad property, and when leaving the 
service, or upon demand by proper authority, must 
return property entrusted to their care. 

TRAIN, ENGINE AND YARD SERVICE. 
� Employes report to and receive instructions 

from the Trainmaster and obey instructions of yard
master while in yards. Trainmen are subordinate to 
Conductor, Yardmen to the Engine Foreman, and 
Fireman to the Engineman, while on duty. Road 
Foremen of Engines may exercise the authority of 
the Trainmaster. 

802. Conductors are responsible for the strict 
performance of duty of all persons employed on 
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their trains, and engine foremen for all members of 
their crews. Each must require the safe manage
ment of his train or engine and report to the train
master any misconduct, insubordination or neglect 
on the part of others whose duties require their 
co-operation. 

� At starting points, employes must report 
for duty and be prepared to depart in accordance 
with instructions. They must know that hand ·brakes 
are released and air brakes in proper working order 
and that the train is properly supplied. 

804. When practicable, a trainman or yardman 
must be stationed on the rear car, when train or 
switch cut is in motion. 

805. Trains or cars should not block a public 
crossing to exceed five minutes. When opening a 
crossing for traffic, the entire width should be 
cleared if possible. When closing a crossing, a 
member of the crew must warn traffic to prevent 
accident on track being used or tracks adjacent 
thereto. 

Pedestrians must not be blocked from passenger 
station. 

Cars should be left at least one hundred feet from 
a crossing when conditions will permit, to avoid 
restricting the view of the public to approaching 
trains. 

Employes will warn highway traffic in event there 
is danger from any approaching train or engine on 

t ck, so far as their duties will permit. 
). Trains, engines or cars must not be left 

g longer than necessary, on main or other 
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tracks, within operating limits of automatic gates, 
flasher light signals, or other automatic warning 
devices at public crossings. Reverse movement, after 
passing over such crossings, must not be made until 
the movement is protected. 

806. Conductors will render Form 1523 in freight 
train service, and Form 1524 in passenger train 
service, showing air brakes cut out, hot boxes or 
other defects, as well as repairs made between ter
minals. Engine Foremen will call attention of car 
inspectors to such defective cars in yards. When the 
defects are such as may cause accidents, wire report 
will be made and those concerned verbally informed. 

Should any car be left short of destination or ter
minal, wire report will be made to trainmaster stat
ing defects, car number, contents and destination, 
and suitable notation made on the way-bill and 
switch list. 

If defective coupler, give name and indicate end of 
car by time table direction. 

807. The attention of enginemen must be called 
to any rough handling of trains or equipment at the 
first opportunity. Prompt report must be made to 
the trainmaster. 

808. Unless authorized, employes must not take 
charge of United States mail, money, valuable pa
pers or packages. 

809. Conductor must record the date and details 
of any important occurrences. 

810. In the event of an accident to a train, the 
conductor in charge will call upon the trackmen or 
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any employe to render assistance. Should a change 
of engines be necessary, and instructions cannot be 
obtained, the conductor of any train may take the 
the engine of a less 'important train, reporting the 
facts to the trainmaster from the first office of 
communication. 
IRm Cars must be left with sufficient hand 
b�s set to prevent movement. 

Cars with defective hand brakes must be securely 
blocked, and when possible coupled to cars having 
serviceable hand brakes. 

Employes must control or stop their train or 
switch cut by hand brakes when necessary. 

812. It is dangerous to expose the feet, hands, 
arms or person of those engaged in coupling cars. 
Employes will be expected to use the utmost care in 
coupling or uncoupling cars or engines, to guard 
against personal injury. 

813. When obedience to signals on the part of 
engineman is essential to the safety of an employe 
in the performance of his duty he must know that 
the signals have been seen, understood and obeyed, 
before placing himself in a dangerous position. 

When a movement for which signal has been given 
is incomplete, or not clearly understood, or the 
person giving the signal, or the light with which 
signal is given, disappears from view, engineman 
must stop immediately and sound whistle signal 
14 (G) .  
� Employes are prohibited from stepping upon 

or alighting from a footboard of a moving engine, 
from or to a position between the rails, and are also 
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prohibited from stepping upon the leading footboard 
of an approaching engine from any position. 

They must not get on or off an engine or car 
moving at an excessive rate of speed. 

The presence of more than two men on the leading 
footboard of an engine, one on each side of coupler, 
is prohibited. 

Except in switching, employes must not ride be
tween engine and cars, and must never do so while 
couplings are being made between engine and cars. 
• Employes must face the equipment when descend
ing ladders on cars or steps on engines, and must 

~�bserve if footway is clear. 
r Y Gl{) Conductors and engine foremen will instruct 

their brakemen and helpers as to their duties, and 
where to station themselves while the train or switch 
cut is in motion, particularly on curves, so that they 
may be able to observe the condition of equipment. 

Trainmen and enginemen must inspect their trains 
frequently while running and when standing, to de
tect hot journals, stuck brakes and other 'defects. 
They must observe meeting and passing trains to 
detect and call attention to anything that might 
endanger the operation of such trains, giving stop 
signals if necessary. 

817. A train must not be operated over sub
m<!.rged track unless preceded by a competent em
ploye, who must know that the track is safe before 
authorizing train to proceed. In case of an extraor
dinary rain storm or high water, trains must be 
brought to a stop and a competent employe sent out 
to examine bridges, trestles, culverts and other 
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points liable to damage, before passing over. Con
ductors and enginemen will make careful inquiry at 
all stopping places, and when thought advisable, 
make extra stops to ascertain the extent and severity 
of storm, taking no risks. In case of doubt as to 
safety of proceeding, they will place their train upon 
a siding, if practicable, and remain there until cer
tain it is safe to proceed. 

Trainmen and enginemen noting failure of track
men or bridgemen to patrol track and bridges when 
safety so demands, will notify these employes and 
report from first available point of communication. 

818. During heavy fog, snow, dust storms or 
other conditions which impair vision and when sig
nal aspects are not readily discernible, it shall be the 
duty of enginPmen, conductors and engine foremen 
to regulate the speed of their train or engine suffi
ciently to insure safety, and under these conditions 
whistle must be frequently sounded. Extra precau
tions for proper protection must be taken. 

819. Trainmen or enginemen observing communi
cation or signal wires damaged will notify the sec
tion foreman and make wire report to trainmaster. 
Close scrutiny of wires by trainmen and enginemen 
after wind or sleet storms is enjoined. 

820. In switching cars the following must be ob
served : 

(A) Warn persons in, on or about cars before 
coupling to or moving them to avoid personal injury 
or damage to equipment or lading. 

(B) Where engines may be working at both ends 
of a track, or tracks, movements must be made care-
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fully and an understanding had to avoid injuries or 
damage. 

(C) Cars must not be shoved without first taking 
prop�r safeguards to avoid accident. Slack must be 
stretched to test couplings. 

(D) Cars must not be permitted to couple at a 
speed in excess of four miles per hour. 

(E) Cars must not be stopped or retarded through 
use of blocks or chocks. 

(F) Cars must not be kicked or dropped into a 
track on which occupied passenger or outfit cars are 
standing. 

(G)· Cars containing livestock must not be kicked 
or dropped, when avoidable. 

(H) Warning and commodity cards must be ob
served and their instructions complied with. 

821. Employes must occupy the post assigned to 
them, and immediately protect the train, engine or 
cars when necessary, without waiting for signal or 
instructions to do so. 

822. It must be known that engines or cars 
standing on siding or other tracks are clear of main 
track and that nothing protrudes therefrom. They 
must be left clear of lead or adjacent tracks. 

Inspect cars picked up and know that they are in 
condition to be handled. 

PASSENGER SERVICE. 

825. Employes are required to be respectful and 
considerate in their dealings with passengers, giving 
them politely any information to which entitled, and 
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use every endeavor to contribute to their pleasure 
and comfort. 

826. Conductors must, on all trains permitted to 
carry passengers, collect a ticket, pass, or amount of 
fare due the Company for every passenger on their 
train, except such as may be excepted in the current 
pass circular. Each conductor collecting a cash fare 
must issue a cash fare receipt therefor in the pres
ence of, and give it to the passenger at the time the 
collection is made. 

827. Employes will familiarize themselves with 
routes of travel and keep fully informed as to con
nections with other roads. 

828. Disorderly persons must not be allowed to 
board trains. Persons who are unable to care for 
themselves must not be allowed to board trains, un
less accompanied by attendant. 

Beggars, gamblers or unauthorized persons must 
not be allowed to practice their vocations on trains. 
Unauthorized advertising matter must not be distrib
uted. 

829. Passengers must not be permitted to en
danger themselves by imprudent exposure. 

830. So far as practicable, hand baggage should 
not be placed in the aisles of passenger cars. 

Heavy hand baggage or packages should not be 
allowed in overhead racks where there is danger of 
falling. 

The stowing of baggage must be accomplished in 
such manner as to prevent hazard of accident. 

831. Conductors shall eject from trains any per-
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son who refuses to produce a proper ticket or other 
transportation or pay fare to destination; any 
drunken or disorderly person who may annoy pas
sengers by appearance, conduct, or insulting or pro
fane language, or by threatening assault on passen
gers or employes; anyone violating the rules against 
gambling or the laws of the state in which such 
gambling is conducted; or any person committing or 
attempting to commit a crime or misdemeanor on 
such train. 

No more force than is absolutely necessary shall 
be used in expelling passengers from a train. Such 
expulsions shall be made at stations, when prac
ticable. 

Names and addresses of a number of passengers 
who witnessed the circumstances of the expulsion, 
shall be obtained and submitted on Form 1405 with 
a full statement of the facts. 

Conductors shall be familiar with special rules in 
the time table covering laws of the different states 
and be governed accordingly. 

832. Employes shall assist passengers in boarding 
and leaving trains and inquire of them when entrain
ing as to their destination. On arrival at terminals 
of their run, unless relieved therefrom, they must 
remain with their trains and in uniform, until pas
sengers have detrained. 

Employes must maintain an erect attitude near the 
steps of the car at which stationed, except when 
assisting passengers or engaged in other duties. 
They must avoid conversation with employes or oth
ers, except in connection with their duties. 

In inclement weather, passengers must be received 
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or discharged on station platforms, making second 
stop if necessary. It should always be so handled at 
night in the case of aged, infirm or sick passeng,ers 
or women with smal-1 children. 

833. A member of the crew shall pass through 
train at least once each forty-five minutes to safe
guard the comfort of passengers. 

Particular attention must be given to the ventila
tion, lighting, supply of water and ice, cooling and 
heating of cars. 

834. Signal to move train must not be given 
while passengers are boarding or alighting there
from. 

835. Shortly before reaching a station at which a 
train is to discharge passengers, a member of crew 
will pass through each passenger car, except sleep
ing cars, and announce twice distinctly the name of 
the station, cautioning passengers not to forget their 
packages or baggage; and, when approaching meal 
stations state length of time allowed for meals, also 
if served at Harvey House or other location. 

Before departure, care must be exercised to pre
vent leaving any passengers. 

At junction points, announce name of the junction 
and which car, if any, will be cut out, and relocate 
any passengers not detraining at that point. 

Station announcements will be omitted between 
the hours of 10 :00 P.M. and 6 :00 A.M., when in the 
judgment of the conductor they are unnecessary, 
but should there be any passenger to detrain, a 
member of the crew must inform such passenger. 

836. Side and trap doors of vestibules must be 
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closed when nl!t attended by a member of the crew, 
and vestibule curtains fastened while train is in 
motion. 

To leave vestibule traps open while side doors are 
closed, is prohibited. When a passenger t�ain is 
standing to meet or be passed by another tram at a 
station where no passengers are to be received or 
discharged, the vestibule doors must be closed on the 
side on which the approaching train is to pass, un
less a member of the crew is in position to prevent 
passengers from alighting. 

End gate must be in place at forward end of lead
ing passenger-carrying car and at rear end of train, 
also at ends of cars where cuts are made while 
switching occupied cars. 

837. The doors of all passenger cars in service 
must be unlocked while train is in motion. When 
passenger cars not in service, are left at intermedi
ate stations, all windows must be closed and doors 
locked. 

Toilets must be locked when train is standing at 
the larger stations, or where more than ordinary 
stop is made. 

838. Where trains terminate, one of the crew 
should pass through the coaches to collect articles 
of any kind which may have been left by passen
gers; articles found should be labeled with date, 
train number, car number, and name of finder and 
turned over to the agent to be returned to owner. 

839. Unless authorized, conductor will not per
mit more than one news agent at a time to ply his 
vocation on the train, nor to occupy seats in cars for 
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the display of wares to the inconvenience of passen
gers. 

News agents must wear the prescribed uniform, 
be neat, clean and polite. They will not occupy seats 
with passengers or annoy them in their endeavor to 
make sales. 

840. Every effort must be made to provide seats 
for all passengers. Employes traveling on passes 
must not be permitted to occupy seats in cars to the 
exclusion of passengers holding tickets or paying 
fare. 

841. Employes must not enter business or pri
vate cars except in discharge of their duties, and will 
avoid, as far as practicable, disturbing occupants. 

Employes, except conductors while collecting 
transportation, will remove their caps while passing 
through dining cars when meals are being served. 

842. Except as provided in special instructions, 
passengers, or other than authorized employes, must 
not be permitted to enter baggage, mail and express 
compartments of cars. 

843. Sick or injured persons, with or without 
attendants, will be transported in baggage cars only 
on· order of superintendent, except that persons in
jured in train accidents may, on order of conductor, 
be carried in baggage car when conditions will not 
permit placing them in coach or sleeper. 

844. Employes must keep cars clean and tidy 
and properly supplied. Equipment required for this 
purpose must be kept available. 

Before entering women's lounge or rest-room em-
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ployes must knock on the door, and while occupying 
same, keep the door blocked open. 

845. Train baggagemen will report to a�d re-
eive instructions from the trainmaster. While on 

�he train they are under th� direction of the con-
d tor. At stations they will obey orders of the UC . • d b  nt They will conform to instruct10ns ISsue Y age . 
general baggage agent or his assistants. 

FREIGHT SERVICE. 

850. Attendants accomp;mying freight shipments 
st not be permitted on freight trains, unless 

:r:vided with proper trans�ortation. Wishes of at
tendants regarding care of livestock should be ascer
tained and assistance rendered in carin� for s�ch 
shipments. At points where freight trams haVIng 
attendants are stopped, the attendants should be 
warned as to the danger of trains or engines o_n 
other tracks; and that they should not board their 
train while moving. Attendants should not be per
mitted to ride on end platforms, in caboose cupolas 
or on top of trains. 

In absence of special instructions, hog shipments 
should be watered as necessary. 

Particular attention must be given to stock un
accompanied by attendants. 

851. Unless otherwise provided, conductors are 
required to take a complete check of their trains be
fore departing from terminal stations, . �nd must 
know that they have bills for all cars requirmg them. 

852. Unless otherwise provided, conductors must 
not take loaded cars without the waybills or take 
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the waybills without the cars. A conductor's way
bill, Form 1854, must be made for carloads and less 
than carloads in accordance with instructions printed 
on the form or issued by the auditor. Car classifica
tion inspection cards, Form 52 Standard should be 
removed from loads pickeli up at non-ageney sta
tions and delivered to billing agent with Form 1854. 

853. Conductors will make notation on waybill 
covering any freight in bad order left at non-agency 
station. 

"Shipper's Order" or C. 0. D. shipments and 
freight for which no waybill accompanies the ship
ment, must not be unloaded at non-agency station, 
except on written authority of an agent; and unless 
so arranged, such shipments wil l  be taken to the 
next agency station. 

854. Freight destined non-agency stations must 
be prepaid and is at owner's risk from time of ar
rival at such stations. 

When freight charges are not prepaid, conductors 
may collect freight charges and deliver freight when 
consignee is on hand at a non-agency station. 

Receipt will be taken on waybill for all freight 
delivered at such stations and charges collected left 
at first agency station. 

855. Conductors will be �d responsible for 
freight while in their charge. Loaded cars must be 
left at the most convenient place for unloading or as 
instructed by agent. 

856. When loaded cars are left at an agency sta
tion other than destination, waybills must be left 
with the car, unless otherwise directed. 
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When a loaded car is left at non-agency station 
other than destination, waybills will be left at next 
agency station, unless otherwise provided, and train
master notified by wire. 

857. Conductors shall, so far as practicable, 
supervise checking, loading, unloading and stowing 
of LCL freight and record on waybills freight over, 
short or damaged. 

Freight should be placed on platform or in freight 
house as may be necessary for its protection from 
theft or weather. 

Report to superintendent improper loading or 
stowing of freight. 

858. Employes must exercise watchfulness to 
prevent cars from being broken open and the con
tents thereof stolen or damaged. 

The doors of empty cars in trains will be closed 
and fastened; the doors of loaded cars must be 
closed and properly secured unless left open for 
ventilation. Instructions concerning the ventilation 
of perishable commodities must be observed. 

859. When it is necessary to transfer freight 
from one car to another, record should be made on 
the face of waybill, over the signature of conductor, 
of the date and point of transfer, and number of 
car into which transferred. 

860. Conductors will attend personally to the 
switching at stations, unless otherwise engaged in 
expediting the movement of their train or in super
vising the loading or unloading of way freight, when 
they may allow brakemen, if -competent, to do the 
switching. 
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When cars are switched they must, if necessary, 
be replaced at their former location or loading or 
unloading. 

862. Passengers will not be carried on freight 
trains except as provided for in time table. 

Unauthorized persons must not be permitted to be 
on or about trains, engines or cars. 

863. Conductors of freight and mixed trains will 
leave Form 903 at first available office of communi
cation after consist of train is changed enroute. 

ENGINE MEN. 

885. In all matters relating to the mechanical 
department engine men report to and receive their 
instructions from the master mechanic, road fore
man of engines or other supervisor. 

889. They are under the direction of the con
ductor as regards the management of trains, but 
will not obey any instructions which may endanger 
the safety of the train or require violation of rules. 

When a conductor is disabled, or in the absence of 
the conductor, the engineman will have full charge 
of and be held responsible for the safety of the train, 
until an authorized person assumes charge. 

Should it become apparent to the engineman of a 
following engine, when two or more engines are cou
pled at the head of a train, that signals, rules or 
speed restrictions are not being complied with, he 
must take such action as may be necessary to insure 
safety to the train. 

890. Should the engineman fail to obey signals 
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or become incapacitated, any other available crew 
member must, if necessary, stop the engine and re
port the facts to the conductor. 

c/j/c:ii.i} Members of crew on engine must look back 
frequently and especially while rounding curves and 
passing over track covered by speed limit orders, to 
detect any defect in their train and for signals, and 
must instantly give engineman notice of any ob
struction or signal they may perceive. 

892. Other members of crew must not operate an 
engine in the absence of the engineman, unless di
rected to do so by the conductor or some official 
in authority, and then only in case of special emer
gency. 

893. The utmost care must be used to prevent 
the striking of persons, animals or vehicles. When 
an engine strikes any object that may cause dam
age, stop must be made immediately for inspection. 
When stock or dead animals are found on right of 
way, section men should be notified, if possible. 
Dead or crippled animals must be removed from the 
track. The striking of persons, animals or vehicles 
or the observance of stock on right of way, should 
be reported to the trainmaster from first office of 
communication. 

895. Enginemen will, in rounding curves where 
the view is obscured, and also at frequent intervals 
during heavy storms and fogs, sound the whistle 
signals prescribed in Rules 14(L) and 14(N) .  

896. They must not leave their engine while on 
duty, except in case of necessi'ty, or when relieved by 
a responsible employe. 
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CJ' When an engine is left unattended, hand brakes 
must be applied on all units, throttle in idle position, 
reverse lever placed in neutral position and removed 
from control stand on those engines equipped with 
detachable reverse levers. This should be done while 
control switch is closed. 

When leaving an engine at a tie up point where 
no employe is on duty to take charge, in addition to 
the above, the cab doors must be locked when engine 
is equipped with locks. 

When conditions warrant, other precautions should 
be taken to prevent engine moving, blocking wheels 
if necessary. 

898. Enginemen will report any defect of the en
gine on form provided for that purpose, and notify 
relieving engineman. 

899. Independent brake must be kept applied 
when standing at terminals or other stations where 
switching may be done at rear of train. 

CAR INSPECTORS. 

902. Car inspectors will report to and receive 
their instructions from the master mechanic or his 
representatives, and will obey all orders of the train
master and yardmaster in connection with transpor
tation matters. 

YARD MASTERS. 

905. Yardmasters are under the direction of 
trainmaster and agent. They are responsible for the 
efficient and economical operation of yards and the 
proII1.pt movement of cars and trains. They have 
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supervision over all trains, engines and employes in 
yards. 

STATION SERVICE. 
Agents. 

910. Station agents are under the direction of the 
superintendent and trainmaster, but will obey all in
structions issued by officers of the Company relat
ing to matters in which their respective departments 
may be concerned. At their respective stations, they 
will: 

(A) Be held responsible for the proper super
vision of freight and passenger traffic. 

(B) Inform themselves of the boundaries of the 
Company's property and prevent encroachments 
thereon. 

Report promptly any information of possible ac
tion by state, county, township, municipal or other 
corporation, or individual, coming to their notice 
which will in any way affect the Company. 

(C) Have supervision of the buildings and other 
property of the Company; the entire premises must 
be kept neat and clean, and the laws and Company 
rules enforced. 

(D) Exercise general supervision over all per
sons employed at their stations. 

(E) See that their subordinates are respectful 
and courteous in their dealings with the public. 

(F) Give attention to securing of traffic for the 
Company. 
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(G) Furnish conductors with instructions as to 
switching and work to be done at stations. 

(H) See that cars furnished for loading ar,e suit
able for the shipments and are in good condition, 
and when loaded, inspect the lading to ascertain if 
properly stowed. 

(I) See that freight in the custody of the rail
road is protected by seals or locks; doors and other 
openings of cars loaded with stock must be securely 
fastened. 

Prevent the unauthorized use of stockyard, and 
see that gates of the pens and chutes are closed and 
securely fastened when not in use. 

(J) See that overloaded or improperly loaded 
cars are not accepted. 

(K) Give attention to the securing of a full load 
for each car. 

(L) So far as possible, prevent delay to equip
ment in either loading, unloading or forwarding. 

(M) See that doors of empty cars are closed 
and fastened. 

(N) Permit no freight, material or other ob
structions to be placed within six feet of the nearest 
rail of any track. 

(0) Promptly report to trainmaster cars in bad 
order, naming the defects and material or supplies 
necessary for repairs; bad order cars containing live 
stock or perishable freight should be transferred at 
once if possible, otherwise trainmaster must be 
notified. 
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(P) Note on face of waybill any over, short or 
damaged freight. 

(Q) See that ticket offices are opened in ample 
time to accommodate patrons in the purchase of 
tickets and the checking of baggage and in accord
ance with the laws. Without proper authority, tick
ets must not be sold to points where trains do not 
stop; and, without fully informing purchasers, they 
must not be sold to points on lines for which trains 
have no immediate connection at junctions; tickets 
inust not be sold to persons in a condition that 
would jeopardize the safety of themselves or others, 
nor, unless accompanied by attendants, to persons 
unable to care for themselves. 

(R) See that all notices to the public are neatly 
posted in conspicuous places ( on bulletin boards, 
where provided) ,  removing them when obsolete. Ad
vertising matter may be posted only when properly 
authorized. 

Display of advertisements or banners upon (reight 
or passenger cars must not be permitted, except 
upon authority of the superintendent. 

(S) See that time table bulletin boards are main
tained, and indicate whether trains are on time or 
-----late. 

(T) See that bulletin instructions to employes 
are posted in designated places. 

(U) See that trucks, scales and other equipment 
are stored in buildings when practicable. When on 
platforms, see that they are placed a safe distance 
from the tracks, and securely fastened. 
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OPERATORS. 

915. Operators, except those employed in relay 
offices, report to and receive their instructions from 
the chief dispatcher and the agent. 

Operators in relay offices report to and receive 
instructions from the manager and wire chief, ex
cept that they are under the direction of the chief 
dispatcher, in so far as their duties are concerned 
in the handling of train orders and the movement 
of trains. 

916. Operators not living on the premises must, 
during the period the office is closed, post their ad
dress in the window where it may be read from the 
outside. 

When necessary to leave office for meal periods 
or in connection with their duties, dispatcher's per
mission must be obtained. 

917. In case of severe storms which may affect 
the track, bridges or the movement of trains, the 
train dispatcher must be promptly notified. 

When communication fails, operators must stop 
trains and notify conductors and enginemen of un
safe condition. They must also promptly notify the 
section foreman and other employes whose assist
ance may be needed. 

918. When their duties permit, they will be out
side to observe passing trains. If anything is seen 
which might endanger the same, stop signals will 
be given and the incident reported to train dis
patcher. 

919. They will not allow private lines or instru-
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ments on the Company's premises nor make changes 
in wires or instruments, without proper authority. 

920. Messages filed for transmission must be 
sent promptly. The call letters for the office to 
which they are sent, the "sign" of the sending and 
receiving operators and the exact time sent must 
be shown on the message, which must be retained 
as a rec.ord at the sending office. 

Messages received must be delivered promptly. If 
the party addressed cannot be located within a rea
sonable time, the sending office must be informed 
by service message. 

Messages for delivery to officials of the rank of 
superintendent and higher on trains, must be en
closed in a sealed envelope properly addressed. 

921. They must adjust instruments carefully, es
pecially during wet weather, to determine that the 
circuit is not being used, before opening the key. 
Contention for the circuit will not be permitted. The 
word "wire" will be recognized as giving the right 
of circuit at all times for test purposes, except when 
a train order is being transmitted or repeated. 

Where office is closed temporarily, the telegraph 
instruments must be cut out. 

922. They must not accept personal messages 
of employes or others or messages in which the rail
way company is not interested, for free transmission 
over company wires. Messages must be treated as 
confidential. 

Messages preserved must not be removed from 
files, except by someone in authority and in such 
event, copy should be retained showing disposition 
of the original. 
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923. Special orders, notices and instructions must 
be carefully filed and kept in the office for refer
ence. 

924. Agents and operators must not permit un
authorized persons inside their offices. When prac
ticable, business with the public or trainmen must 
be transacted over the counter or through window 
provided for that purpose. 

925. Operators are responsible for the care of the 
control station, lamps and supplies. 

Signal lights in stations must be placed so they 
cannot be seen froni approaching train. 

Any defects in the interlocking must be promptly 
reported to the trainmaster. 

During cola weather levers having mechanical 
pipe connections must be moved as often as may be 
necessary to keep connections from freezing. 

Appliances must be operated carefully and only 
by those charged with that duty. If any irregularity 
affecting their operation is detected the signals must 
be displayed to give their most restrictive indication 
until repairs are made. 

When switches or signals are undergoing repairs, 
signals must not be displayed for any movement 
which may be affected until it has been ascertained 
from the repair man that it is safe to operate the 
controlling levers, and that the switches are prop
erly lined. 

926. At interlockings, hand signals must not be 
used when the proper indication can be displayed by 

" 
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fixed sign�ls. When hand signals are necessary they 
must be given from such a point and in such a way 
that there_ can be no �sunderstanding on the part 
of the engmemen or trammen as to the signals or as 
to the train or engine for which they are intended. 
At control stations it must be definitely known that 
the route is set up and proceed hand signals must be 
given by yellow flag or yellow light. 

AUTO MA TIC AIR BRAKE RULES. 

940. Employes whose duties require them to 
operate or maintain air brake equipment, must pro
vide themselves with a copy of Santa Fe Air Brake 
Instructions and Rules, Forms 2501 and 2501-A 
Standard, thoroughly familiarize themselves with in
structions contained therein, and be governed 
thereby. 

(Amended July 1, 1 963)  

941.  Unless specifically relieved therefrom 
trainmen will couple air hose in making up trains at 
originating points, have train in readiness to test 
air when engine is coupled on, and assist in making 
the air brake test. 

942. Cancelled July 1, 1963 

943. Cancelled July 1, 1963 

• 
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944. Cancelled July 1, 1963 

945. Cancelled July 1, 1963 

• 

946. Cancelled July 1, 1963 
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947. At points designat-ed by special rule in the 
time table, freight trains must stop before passing 
summit of grade and make air brake test. If stop 
is made by use of the automatic brake, trainmen 
will observe that brake applies on rear car. If stop 
is made without use of automatic brake, an applica
tion of the air brakes must be made to det-ermine 
that brakes are operative throughout train and have 
applied on rear car. 

Train must not proceed until brakes have been 
released and brake syst-em recharged. 

948. When an additional engine is attached at 
the head of a train subsequent to a t-erminal test of 
the train brakes, the brakes must be applied from 
the engine in control of the brakes. 

Inspector or trainman will note that the rear brake 
of train applies and then signal for a release, noting 
that rear brake releases. 

When an engine is detached from the head of a 
train, the rest prescribed above must be made from 
the engine assuming contro! of the train brakes. 

A test of the train brakes is not required when 
detaching engines from the rear of trains, except 
where otherwise provided. 

949. Cancelled July 1, 1963 

950. Cancelled July 1, 1963 
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95 1 .  An engine must not be detached from a 
train while in motion. 

When a stop is made on a heavy grade and engine 
brakes will not hold the train, a sufficient number of 
retainers or handbrakes must be set to hold the train 
before the air brakes are released. If the engine is 
to be detached, a sufficient number of handbrakes 
must be set to hold the train before engine is de
tached. Handbrakes or retainers must not be released 
until engine is on trllin, and train brake system is 
fully recharged. 
Note :-The foregoing does not apply to a passenger train 

making ordinary station stop. 

(Amended .July 1, 1963)  
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957. Cancelled July 1, 1963 

958. Cancelled July 1, 1963 

PASSENGER CAR HEATING, 

LIGHTING AND AIR CONDITIONING. 

960. Employes whose duties are in any way con
n�cted w_i�h �he operation of passenger car hea.ting, 
air cond1t10nmg and water distribution must have 
in their possession a copy of instruction' book, Form 
2502, and familiarize themselves with and be gov
erned by the instructions contained therein. 

961 .  In connection with train lighting train em
ployes must : 

(A) See that lights are dimmed as much as con
sistent after 10 :00 P.M. 

(B) Report by wire to trainmaster, master me
chanic, and car foreman at next terminal, defects, or 
t�o_ubl_e experienced with train lighting, or air eon
d1tionmg, stating nature of same. 

(C) When dynamo lamp fails to burn, check to 
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see if it is properly screwed in socket, examine 
fuses, and when possible, dynamo belt and pulley, 
making proper repor;,. 

(D) When cars are vacated at end of run or en
route, fans and air conditioning equipment should 
be turned off and the lights extinguished. 

(E) Electric train line connectors should be used 
when conditions require. 

(F) When trouble is encountered with car heat
ing, lighting or air conditioning, employes should 
observe instructions in control cabinet of car. 

PERSONAL INJURIES AND ACCIDENTS. 

970. When passengers or employes are injured, 
everything possible must be done for their proper 
care. When the service of a doctor is required, pref: 
erence should be given to a Company doctor. 

971. When an accident occurs, special attention 
must be given to the care and comfort of the in
jured. When necessary the conductor may put the 
injured in sleeping cars or remove bedding and linen 
for the care of the injured, making record of the 
supplies taken and from which car removed. 

972. In case of death on a train, the body should 
be left at first station where services of an under
taker are available unless otherwise directed by civil 
authorities. 

In case of death on Company property, or when a 
corpse is found on Company property, the body must 
receive proper care and, when necessary, be moved to 
a proper place to provide a <;!ear passage for trains, 
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952. Should air compressors fail or for other 
reasons it is impossible to control train brakes from 
the engine, train and engine must be placed on near
est siding until repaired. If train cannot be safely 
controlled to first siding, it must not be moved until 
repaired or relief engine furnished. 

(Amended July 1, 1963) 

953. Cancelled July 1, 1963 
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954. Train service employes on passenger trains 
should inform themselves of the lo�a�ion of emer
gency valves in cars where they are ridmg. 

(Amended July 1, 1963)  

955. Cancelled July 1, 1963 

956. Cancelled July 1, 1963 
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957. Cancelled July 1, 1963 

958. Cancelled July 1, 1963 

PASSENGER CAR HEATING, 

LIGHTING AND AIR CONDITIONING. 

960. _Employes whose duties are in any way con
n�cted "?�h �he operation of passenger car heating, 
�Ir co�d1t1onmg and water distribution, must have 
m their possession a copy of instruction book Form 
2502, and fa�iliarize_ themselves with and be gov
erned by the mstructions contained therein. 

961 .  In connection with train lighting train em
ployes must : 

. (A) See that lights are dimmed as much as con
sistent after 10 :00 P.M. 

(�) Report by wire to trainmaster, master me
chamc, and c�r foreman at next terminal, defects, or 
t�o_ubl_e experienced with train lighting, or air eon
d1t1onmg, stating nature of same. 

(C) When dynamo lamp fails to burn, check to 
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see if it is properly screwed in socket, examine 
fuses, and when possible, dynamo belt and pulley, 
making proper repors. 

(D) When cars are vacated at end of run or en
route, fans and air conditioning equipment should 
be turned off and the lights extinguished. 

(E) Electric train line connectors should be used 
when conditions require. 

(F) When trouble is encountered with car heat
ing, lighting or air conditioning, employes should 
observe instructions in control cabinet of car. 

PERSONAL INJURIES AND ACCIDENTS. 

970. When passengers or employes are injured, 
everything possible must be done for their proper 
care. When the service of a doctor is required, pref
erence should be given to a Company doctor. 

971. When an accident occurs, special attention 
must be given to the care and comfort of the in
jured. When necessary the conductor may put the 
injured in sleeping cars or remove bedding and linen 
for the care of the injured, making record of the 
supplies taken and from which car removed. 

972. In case of death on a train, the body should 
be left at first station where services of an under
taker are available unless otherwise directed by civil 
authorities. 

In case of death on Company property, or when a 
corpse is found on Company property, the body must 
receive proper care and, when necessary, be moved to 
a proper place to provide a clear passage for trains, " 
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after exact position in which it was found and sur
rounding conditions have been carefully noted, and 
must be left in charge of an employe or other re
sponsible person until coroner or undertaker arrives. 

In all cases, the proper public officer must be 
notified promptly and a wire report must be made 
to the superintendent. 

973. When trespassers are injured or killed, they 
should be left with relatives or placed in charge 
of county or city authorities. 

974. Reports of all accidents, giving names, ad
dresses and destination of the injured persons, and 
extent of their injuries, are to be wired immediately 
to the superintendent by the conductor, agent or per
son in charge, and as soon as possible a full and 
detailed report made on Form 1428 and forwarded 
to the superintendent, a separate report being made 
for each person injured. 

When possible, Form 812 must be secured from 
each passenger on the train. In case of injury to a 
passenger in other than train accident, Form 1421 
should be used instead of Form 812. 

In case of accident to freight trains, where parties 
riding on stock contract or emigrant outfit contract 
are injured, it will not be necessary for conductor 
to secure report Form 812 or 1421, or any statement 
whatever, in writing from injured party, but merely 
to report name·, address, destination and extent of 
injury by wire to the superintendent. 

975. In every case of accident to persons (not 
covered by Rule 974) ,  whether by being struck by 
train, falling from train or in any other manner 
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cause� by the operation of trains, and in every case 
of accident to employe, whether in train service or in 
other departments, a full and complete report must 
be made at once on Form 1428 by every employ.e 
present, no matter whether he considers his state
ment of importance or not, answering every question 
fully, if possible. Employes injured while on duty 
must give their immediate superior officer prompt 
verbal notice of injury, stating time, place, and 
cause thereof, furnishing Form 1421, in triplicate, 
as soon as possible thereafter. 

976. To properly protect the Company's interests, 
it is important that every effort be made to procure 
the names and addresses of all persons, whether em
ployes or others, who are witnesses to any and all 
accidents and injuries. 

977. When persons are injured in any way in 
which the accident may have been caused by defec
tive appliances, tools or machinery, the car or appli
ance, tool or machinery must be immediately exam
ined by the person in charge to ascertain its condi
tion, and report made of the inspection, giving the 
numbers and initials of cars examined and names of 
persons making the inspection. 

This inspection must be made before the car or 
engine leaves the place where accident occurred, and 
afterwards at first terminal by master mechanic, car 
�orema� or car inspector who will furnish report of 
mspect10n on Form 1419 to the superintendent. 

When an accident is caused by the breaking of 
machinery, tools, appliances or rails, the broken 
parts must be so marked as to be readily identified 
and immediately turned over to the superintendent. 
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978. Information concerning accidents or per
sonal injuries occurring to persons who are not em
ployes, must be given only to authorized represen
tatives of the Company or an officer of the law. 

Information as to the facts incident to the injury 
or death of an employe may be furnished voluntarily 
to a person in interest, such as the injured employe, 
or an immediate relative of the injured or deceased 
employe, or to an officer of the law. 

Information contained in the files or in other priv
ileged or confidential reports of the Company con
cerning accidents or personal injuries must not be 
divulged, except to an authorized representative of 
the Company. 

RAILROAD RADIO RULES. 

1000. Employes whose duties require the use of 
the railroad radio communication system ·will be 
governed by the following rules of the Federal Com
munications Commission. 

General. 

The following rules and requirements cover use 
of railroad radio systems and govern employes us
ing such systems : 

l000(A). Definition: A Railroad Radio Commun
ication system is one employing radio for the trans
mission of intelligence between moving equipment, 
between moving equipment and a fixed point, or 
between fixed points. 

l000(B). Radio communication systems are un
der the jurisdiction of the Federal Communications 
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Commission. The Railroad Company And Its Em
ployes Are Governed By The Commission's Operat
ing Rules. Violation is a Federal Offense for which 
severe penalities are provided. 

l000(C). In order to operate a radio transmit
ting set a railroad employe must read and study the 
following rules and pass an examination thereon. 
Such examinations will be given by railroad exam
iners. Federal Communications Commission has 
modified its rules to permit a11 employe, authorized 
by the Railway Company to do so, to operate a mo
bile radio unit without having passed an examina
tion on the rules; but an employe must pass an ex
amination before operating a fixed or base radio 
station. 

Operating Rules. 

1001. All employes, except those specifically au
thorized to do so, are prohibited from making any 
adjustments to a railroad radio set. Employes so 
authorized must carry their FCC operator license 
or verification card when on duty. If it appears 
that a radio transmitter is not operating properly, 
its use shall be discontinued and the designated 
railroad official notified as soon as possible. 

Note :-The designated railroad official mentioned in Rule 
1001 shall be the manager-wire chief of the Relay Tele
graph Office on whose territory the radio is being used. 

1002. No employe shall knowingly transmit any 
false distress communication, any unn·ecessary, ir
relevant or unidentified communications, nor utter 
any obscene, indecent, or profane language via 
radio. 
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1003. No employe shall divulge or publish the 
existence, contents, purport, effect or meaning of 
any communication (distress communications ex
clu�ed) except to the person for whom the com
munication is intended or to another employe of the 
railroad whose duties may require knowledge of the 
communication. The above applies either to com
munications received direct or to any that may be 
intercepted. 

1004. Before transmitting, any employe operat
ing a radio transmitting set shall listen a sufficient 
interval to be sure that the circuit is not already in 
use, particularly for distress traffic. 

1005. A distress call will be preceded by the 
word "Emergency" repeated three times. Such calls 
shall be used only to cov-er initial reports of derail
ments, storms, washouts, fires, obstructions to 
tracks, or other matters which would cause serious 
delay to traffic, damage to property, injury to em
ployes or the traveling public, and shall contain as 
complete information thereon as possible. All em
ployes shall give absolute priority to communications 
from another station in distress, and except in an
swering or aiding a station in distress shall refrain 
from sending any communications until there is as
surance that no interf-erence will result to the station 
in distress. 

1006. The Railroad. Company is required to an
swer an official notice of violation of the terms of 
the Communications Act of 1934, as amended, within 
three days from receipt of notice and any employ-e 
receiving inquiry concerning any violation shall an-
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swer such inquiry within 24 hours after receipt of 
notice. 

1007. Any employe shall permit inspection of the 
radio equipment in his charge and all FCC docu
ments pertaining thereto, by a duly accredited rep
resentative of the Federal Communications Commis
sion at any reasonable time. 
� 1008. Employes, except in yard operation shall 
identify the radio station from which they are call
ing by prefacing their call with the railroad name, 
for example, "Santa Fe Caboose Train 92 calling 
Engine", "Santa Fe Caboose Train 92 calling Engine 
Train 89", or "Santa Fe Engine 547 calling Caboose 
1402". 

1009. In certain cases at crossings, junctions or 
paralleling tracks some interference may develop 
with another railroad. In such cases especial care 
in making identification shall be used and the em
ployes concerned shall cooperate in handling their 
business by alternating calls and being as brief as 
possible. 

1010. If any communication from a station other 
than another railroad radio station interferes with 
Railroad Radio service the railroad employe will en
deavor to ascertain the identity of such station and 
report the occurrence as soon as possible through 
authorized channels, to the designated railroad of
ficial, giving the exact time, nature of the communi
cation and identity of the station, if possible. 

Internationally, the word "Mayday" indicates a 
distress message, the word "Pan", an urgent mes
sage and the word "Security", a safety message. 
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Railroad employes may hear such messages sent by 
aircraft or, in coastal areas, by boats. Railroad em
ployes hearing such messages must report them im
mediately through authorized channels to the desig
nated railroad official in addition to taking such ap
propriate action to relieve the distress as may be 
possible. 

Note:-The designated railroad official mentioned in 
paragraphs 1 and 2 of Rule 1010 shall be the manager
wire chief of the Relay Telegraph office on whose terri
tory the radio is being used. 

Form 2625 Standard 

This book is the property of 

THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA AND SANTA 

FE RAILWAY SYSTEM 

and is loaned to 

NAME EMPLOYED AS 

wh? hereby agrees to return it to the proper 
officer when called for, or upon leaving the 
service ; or pay for same. 
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